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©THE FAILURE OF 
SCHOOLS WITHOUT 
FAILURE 

©THIS ENRICHMENT 
PROGRAM REALLY 
WORKS 

• PREPARING FOR A 
VISIT TO THE 
MUSEUM 

©SAVE YOUR 
STUDENTS FROM 
DRUG OFFENCES 



IF you don't need a new car 

IF your father owns a car dealership 

IF you don't care how much mark-up you 
pay on your new car 

IF you buy your cars by the hundred 

IF you are too skeptical to check us out 

IF you think the thousands of teachers who 
have bought through us are nofeas smart 
as you. 

RWISE: 
Drop us a line outlining exactly the car or 

truck you need—then phone us a few 
days later. We will prove you cannot buy 
cheaper elsewhere, 
-̂ most brands, cars and trucks 
—full servicing and warranty included 

See B I U o r M a u r e e n Stonier . 
240 -1070 West Broadway/Vancouver, 
BC V6H1E7 
Telephone: 732-7833 

S u m m e r Hoars: 
Monday to Friday 9:30-5:30 
Closed Saturdays 
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Planning your Estate is best done while suntanning. So take a pencil, paper, a lounge chair, iced 
juice and your free Estate Planning Guide from Teachers' Trust out to the backyard. Now, take a 
few moments to consider your arrangements. 

By planning your estate, leaving a 
Will and making sure that you have 
assigned a responsible executor, 
y o u a re e n s u r i n g that your 
favourite gold pen or the contents 
of that mysterious safety deposit 
box are distributed to the special 
people in your life. 

When you're ready, ca!l us for an 
appointment. (If you live outside 
the Lower Mainland, please write 
to arrange a convenient appoint
ment date.) You are invited to talk 
with your Teachers' Trust officer as 
many times as you wish and all 
consultations are free. There are 
no obligations and no charges foil 
this service. Your personal estate*' 
counsel lor c a n make sure that 
you are fully aware of all your alter
natives and if you have any tax 
or investment questions, ask the 
professional. 

Yes, you need a Will. 
That's the only way to make sure 
that your wishes will be carried 
out. W h e n you meet with your 
T e a c h e r s ' Trust officer, a Will 
planning summary is prepared and 
sent to your lawyer. W h e n you 
examine all your alternatives with 
the guidance of your Trust officer, 
you save your lawyer's time and 
your money. It's worth your while to 
stop in at your Trust Company. 

5 years old is too old. 
O n c e you've written your Will, you 
can't simply forget about it. Laws 
do c h a n g e , so a s a favour to 
yourself and your family, take 
some time to review the old docu
ment. Your Teachers' Trust officer 
will make sure that you're taking 
advantage of new legislation. 

Enter the Executor. 
That's the person or trust company 
you name in your Will to be re
sponsible to carry out the terms of 
your Will, it's a big job and it's im
portant that your Executor is both 
knowledgeable and level-headed. 
If you appoint Teachers' Trust as 
your E x e c u t o r or Co-executor , 
your estate will be administered 
efficiently and according to your 
wishes. 

Today's the Day. 
You can read the llliad again this 
summer and you can also go for 3 
under par. We know you have other 
things to do. But this summer, you 
don't have anything better to do. 

Estate planning is your respon
sibility. Write today for your free 
Estate Planning Guidw. 

1- TEACHERS' TRUST COMB4NY 
5909 West Boulevard, Vancouver, B . C . V6M 3X1, Telephone: 263-2371 
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Give yourself a "Payday" in July 
and August; 
Payroll Savings 
The Payroll Savings program, now offered in over 30 districts 
throughout B.C., means that teachers in participating districts 
can simply choose how much to save each month; the School 
Board and your Co-operative do the rest 

Postdated Cheque Savings 
With this alternative program, available to any teacher in B.G, 
participants simply forward a series of postdated cheques to the 
Go-operative. As each comes due, it is invested in your invest
ment savings account to earn interest for you. 

Register early for the systematic savings program available in 
your School District It's easy and smart money management! 

El\fl VESTMENT 
^ AIUD HOLJSB8MG CO-OPERATIVE 

Vancouver: 2110 West 43rd Avenue at West Boulevard, Vancouver B "C 
Telephone 261-5177 
2235 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6J3H9 Telephone 
3960 Quadra Street, Victoria, B.C. V8X4A3 Telephone 
(J7poplarStreet, Nanaimo, B.C. V9S 2H7 Telephone 
15̂ 1 Sutherland Avenuê  Kelowna, B.C. V1Y 5Y7 Telephone 

Vancouver 
Victoria: 
Nanaimo: 
Kelowna 
Prince George: 130-1460 6th Avenue, Prince George, B.C. V2L 3N2 Tel 

V6M 4H5 

261-5177 
479-9302 
753-3402 
860-3567 
562-7213 
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P U B L I C S C H O O L M A R I A 
©It was most interesting to read in your 
March-April issue. J. Stuart Gardner's arti
cle on Maria Montessori and her method of 
education. 

I would, however, like to draw your 
readers' attention to one inaccuracy. Mr. 
Gardner asks why Montessori education 
has been introduced in some of the p jblic 
school systems in America but not hei e in 
British Columbia. 

In fact, a Montessori class is being oper
ated by the Coquitlam School District and 
has been in existence since September 
1979. First and second year children from 
within the district attend. Another class is 
planned for September 1980 when the 

program will expand to include third year 
students. 

Ms. Jane Strang. Principal. 
Austin Heights 

Elementary School. Coquitlam 

M O R E STORIES? 
©In your March-April issue you printed a 
short story of mine, 'Elle est Allergique au 
Chien." 1 cannot help but wonder how 
many more stories by teachers are out 
there. 

I remember as a graduate student kidding 
my faculty adviser, a very humane person. 
"If you do the ordering for this curriculum 
lab, how come there's all thir dry stuff on 
research and pedagogy and so little for 'he 

soul — teachers have a romantic as well as a 
pragmatic side, you know." 

It was late August, and 1 explained to him 
that at this time 1 always read just such a 
hook, and showed him Sylvia Ashton 
Warner's Teacher. "It helps get me into the 
right frame of mind for classroom." 

Teachers need to be reminded that they 
are not just teachers of subjects, skills and 
students, but also people. They need to see 
teaching as the humane experience it really 
is. The antiseptic tag of "Minister of Educa
tion, Science and Technology" has be«n 
stroked off our correspondence and we 
might be ready for just such a cnange. 

Joanne Whitney, 
Instructor, Douglas College 

THESE TEACHERS HAVE RETIRED 

Marion A. Allen, Chilliwack 
Alona Brooke^ Victoria 
Lucille Challoner, Richmond 
Gregory J. Dickson, Vernon 
Winifred Dunbar, Surrey 
Norman R. Galloway. Vernon 
Frank Gannon, Richmond, 
George Gordon, Vancouver 
Florence Grenier, Vancouver 

Jean D. Hartje, Nanaimo 
Allan R. Harvey, West Vancouver 
Helen P. Hedberg, Nanaimo 
Ogden R. Henderson, North Vancouver 
Charles H. Hillman, Vancouver 
Minnie E. Hudson, Revelstoke 
Patncia J. James, Gulf Island 
Junior Otlo Kunze, Armstrong 
Mary E. IJewelyn-Davies, Coquitlam 

William C. Macklon, Kimberley 
Vernon H. McMahon, Cowichan 
Alexander Ord, Vancouver 
Mary H. Pallen, Burnaby 
Clifford H. Phillips, Powell River 
Fredenck S. Shirley, Kamloops 
Elizabeth Smith, Vancouver Island North 
Lena L. Spencsr, Powell River 
Frances E. Tom:. Victoria 

In Service. 
Eiuyn Cti<imb̂ <s 
Normjn I Renwick 
Kaferr Patricia Selody 

WE S*fALL MISS THESE TEACHERS \ 
Last-Jaught In, . t - S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ S 

Salmon A r m * ' , A ^ S T M ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
-Queen C h a r i o t Ti^m>f&m^m 

1 .LastlaughtIn'% , J t ) J e d ^ ' S,.~ 
.Vancouver , ' ' ârcK8,a980Jv- l^-'i 
Nanaimo ' ^ebnjary^71986->V"-:! 

. Maple R doc •" FUsraa&Pg lSBO!* ''•''• 

m 
9 

Thomas Adney 
"'James'Allan"' ' „ * "' v" 

Ndiie P (Whce.er) BcdJo,. 
D Jean tProwel Bemcs 

^Margaret De'mqije/j-,?1" * 
MiniLe.fRobcrfcon) Flcning 

" GisriSx G.bfon 
'Francis Hirgett 
Norman MacKenzii' 

Raniford Sprinkling 
tA^neA/AfBergen) Woodf-r 

, Suithi_rs : Mjrch 24,1980 
Arrow Lake C - P ̂  February 9, 1980' , ' - , 

.SuTjey* ; January 2 5 / 1 9 8 0 * , '";> 
Mapfe Ridge - February 22,"1980 , 'V -V , ' * - \ \ %< 
'Sechdr' , " February 6,1930 • -
Vancouver '-",Mwch 17,198Q~v

Jf" " ' " ^ * * ~ "" 
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Compiled and Edited by Jack Booth 

You can't really tell from a distance. One reading program 
looks much the same as another. A picture of the program 
provides a frame of reference. Knowing the titles* is 
something, although what's in a name after all? Being told the 
components! is a little more helpful. But to really find out you 
need a close look. So don't strain your eyes. Grab a pair of 
scissors, cut out the form below, fill it in and mail it today. Get a 
close look at Impressions and what a &>on it can be to you 
and your students. • 

• *Grade4 Ready or Not 
Grade 5 One Banana Step 
Grade 6 One Potato, Two Potato 
Grade 7 Inside Outside 

"t Anthology, (poetry, prose, drama) tr.. 
Skills Book (comprehension and language study) 
Skillmasters (duplicating masters) 
Idea Book (creative writing) 
Teacher Resource Book 

Yes, I want a close look at the • 
Impressions program. 

• Ptease contact me personally 

• Please send me the full-colou 
Impressions brochure 

Name: ; '__ 

School 

Address: 

mail to: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winstqn 

of Canada, Limited 
2065 West 4th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 1N3 
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©This magazine, which has won (our 
awards for excellence for the calendar year 
1979 from ihe Educational Press Associa
tion of America. 

Three of the awards were for editorial 
content; the fourth was for cover design. 

Content winners were two articles, "As it 
Happened." by Sam Roddan. in the 
January-February 1979 issue, and "Wot 
You DoNowTeacha?". by Gladys Perrin. in 
the May-June 1979 issue, and a column by 
Geoff Hargreaves in the November-De
cember 1979 issue, entitled "The Tale of 
Eddie Page." 

The cover of the March-April 1979 issue 
was judged the best of all the cover designs 
submitted. Designed by Doug Porter, 
graphics consultant to the magazine, it 
featured an outstanding photograph of a 
seagull about to land on water. The photo 
was taken by Sherman Hines. of Halifax, 
one of Canada's leading photographers. 
The cover symbolized the theme of the 
"lifestyle" issue. 

The Edpress competition, for education 
publications in Canada and the U.S., is 
judged by professional editors, writers, 
photographers and graphic artists. The 
awards are valued highly by education 
editors, and winning four in one year is quite 
an accomplishment. O 

:iiry in the 1930s in the then remote Peaca 
River district, teaching an ungraded class in 
a Idg schoolhouse. 

Shu subsequently taught in the Cariboo, 
Bella Coola and in variuus districts on 
Vancouver Island. After many years at 
Qualicum Secondary School, she retired 
early from Ucluelet Secondary. 

Retirement did not mark the end of her 
interest in the profession. As a charier 
member of the Canadian Council for 
Teachers of English, she attends the organi
zation's annua! conferences. 

Still, she says, it was something of a shock 
"to find suddenly no book work to fill the 
day" and she started writing articles for 
magazines. The islander, the Sunday 
magazine of the Victoria Colonist, has pub
lished more than 80 of her articles on 
pioneers and island people with unusual 
hobbies. 

She has written four books for juveniles. 
Although two of them, Power oj the Peace 
and Sparky and Family, have been pub
lished, she thinks the other two are better. 

Last winter she embarked on the story of 
her forty years of teaching in unusual places 
in B. C., emphasizing how geography affects 
the type of people who live in the areas.o 

Neither teacher is involved with Enylish 
as a teaching subject (Lloyd isa PE specialist 
and Jack teaches science) and there is not a 
journalism course in the school, but both 
are interested in providing'Merritt. Secon
dary School with more communication and 
school spirit and have worked hard w'th the 
students to provide a highly rated publica
tion. O 

Lloyd Chamey Jack Wong 

Phyllis James 

• P h y l l i s James, a retired teacher living in 
Qual.cum Beach, who has had two books 
and more than 80 articles published 

Phyllis had a long teaching career, begin-
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• L l o y d Chamey and Jack Wong, who 
teach at Merritt Secondary School and have 
sponsored a successful printed newspaper 
this year. 

The paper is published each month and 
usually runs to 12 pages. The students 
involved in this extra-curricular activity are 
very enthusiastic and proud of their efforts 
and the community as a whole has sup
ported the effort through local acts and 
sales. 

John Barling 

• John Barling, who teaches at Armstrong 
Junior Secondary School, and who has 
been heavily involved for five years in solar 
energy education. 

John has been awarded two ERIBC , 
grants to develop classroom material on 
solar energy. On the merits of his first report 
John received one of two B.C. Hilroy 
scholarships awarded in 1979. 

John's first book, Solar Fun Book (Brick, 
House, Adover, Masa.) was published.tast 
October and has already sold 2,6,000 
copies. It has received very good critical 
reviews from such prestigious publications 
as Solar Energy Digest and Scierice News: 

John's main contributions, however, 
have been with his studenis. who have 
produced many worth-while Aolar projects : 

and are continuing their Interests into future 
study in the solar fieid.O : 

n h 7 c " e , ^
 Gr°W ~ a " e 'A'- c a*hing daily 

Physical education brochure put out by the 
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Physical Education Society of British Col
umbia. 

The brochure takes a look at the minis
try's goals tor physical education and re
flects on some information of interest to 
teachers — "studies show that postural 
d i f e t i ' i i d obesity are rapidly increasing 
ainc.ig our children"; "an absolute 
minimum of thirty minutes daily of physical 
activity is necessary for the maintenance of 
good health"; "approximately 50 per cent 
of the e;'.".nentary students. . . take Physical 
Education only two or fewer periods per 
week". 

The society's concern is a shared one. 
The brochure reprints a plea to the ministry 
for quality daily physical education signed 
by the society, the BCTF, B.C. School 
Trustees Association, B.C. Medical Associ
ation, B.C. Home and School Federation, 
Department of Family Practice — UBC, 
Provincial Fitness Co-ordinator, Action 

The booklet advocating daily physical edit-

B.C. and the Registered Nurses Association 
of British Columbia. 

What are the criteria for good physical 
education programs? Think of your stu
dents and then select learning activities. 
Consider the administrative organization to 
facilitate those objectives and your evalua
tion procedures. The brochure suggests 
curriculum models. 

The "time to act" is NOW. The province 
has excellent daily physical education pro
grams that have been piloted, monitored 
and evaluated. Contact persons for those 
model programs are listed in the brochure. 
The PE Society will assist you'Ti whatever 
way it can—"just call and make your needs 
or interests known". 

Copies of the brochure are available from 
Given Poison, Curriculum Services Centre, 
North Vancouver School Distnct, 135 West 
12th Ave., North Vancouver, V 7 M 1N2.0 

ROBERT ANDERSON AND ASSOC. 
FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS LTD. 

3385 Cambie Street, Vcncouver 
873-6548. 

Financial and Tax Consultations 
•Av.̂  and Seminars - •.. 

Do you have some serious concerns about your own finan
cial thrust and tax liability? It so, we may be able to help; 
you. The techniques we use to Improve your situation are 
often different tor the salaried employee as compared 1o 
the seif-empioyed. 

: Here are some of tho point* we discuss: 
•:.What;'constitutes a "REAL'-->return on capita! Invested? 
• What income may be attlbuted to low:tax bracket 
. spouse? .-

IstheRRSPfqryouorisitcTtaxllmebornb. : * 
•̂ •Should you go self-administered for RRSP? 

'•> Is reai.-cstate still a good Investment for you? 
''• Should you be a banfe depositor or owner? 
• Tax shelters generallyra3theyt apply to you. . 
• Review of past tax submissions; 
• Restructuring of future-financial thrust to mitigate I'jxes.. 
• Should we incorporate? j> H 

: i " . - "" " ji • 
' SPhone us for details on fees or to put your name on a list for x. 

future seminars. 
- > ~ . ^ Hove a happy vacation and •. 

. . Ki,\dregards, 
:-'[••:-:: A A . - . . . - v « . - . . • : :•: ^-izfidbb Anderson 

THE B.C. TEACHER. WAV-itW iQfln^- m 

THE DIVISION 
OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
University of Victoria 

in co-operation with the Ministry of Education 
">} offers the following program: 

ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
SUMMER FRENCH IMMERSION PROGRAM 

The purpose of this Intensive Immersion courso,wiil be to 
give teachers the opportunity to improve and extend their' 
competence and confidence In the use of oral French. 

.The program wili.be conducted within a totally French 
milieu to the greatest extent possible and the emphasis 
will be on the practice of language itself, rather than 
methodology. Audiovisual methods include De Vive Voix, 
V.I.F., andlor Dialogue Canada. -,-

Methodology wiil be studied In workshopsand will cover ' 
the different methods used in British Columbia classrooms.; 

• including the idea box; bonfour line, le (rancais inter- •£ 
national, and possibly j'ecoute, )e parle. 1 

Dates: July 6 to 30,1980 inclusive (24 days) <s 

Location: Shawnigan Lake Irrn, Shawnigan Lake, Van
couver Island - -\ 
description of audience: Participants will be 27 ele-

: rrientary school teachers ol French as a second lan-
•• guage..,. ,.•„•• 
Fee: $250 (Includes instructional fee, accommodation;; 
and meols.-' . • • 
Contact: Helen Brazier. 477-6911 (local 4801) or Monique 
Clebant. 477-6911 (local 4515). : • : i ••- : 
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You could be the next casualty of a rapidly growing 
phenomenon — teacher burnout. Here's how to 

recognize the symptoms and what to do about them. 

M I C H A E L F. P A T T E R S O N 

.A-,-- .-. 
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©You can't wait for Friday to come. All 
weekend you dread the arrival of Monday 
morning. During the week you hove fre 
quent headaches. 

You can't wait for retirement or, if that is 
far in the future, you're thinking more and 
more of leaving teaching. 

If that description fits you, you may be 
burning out. 

Teacherburnout is becoming a common 
phenomenon in our profession. The diction
ary defines the term as meaning "to fail, 
wear out, or become exhausted by making 
excessive demands on energy, strength, or 
resources." 

In teaching it can mean physical, emo
tional and attitudinal exhaustion brought on 
by high levels of on-the-job stress. This 
stress can cause a painful and personally-
destructive burnout 

Research indicates that stress is the rea
son why many people fail to continue in 
their chosen jobs. Research also indicates 
that teachers are subject to a great deal of 
stress. It is probably more than coincidence 

< that many teachers have been leaving the 
profession In recent years despite a tight job 
market. 

In Alberta, for example, 12.6 per cent of 
the province's teachers left the profession in 
1977. In 1978, 13:1 per cent left 

In our own province 10.9 per cent left in 
1977 and 9.8 per cent in 1978. 

Not all teachers leave because of stress, 
but I arn convinced that a growing number 
each year leave because they have bumed 
out. 

Virtually everyone agrees that air con
trollers undergo a great deal of stress in their' 
jobs. However, at least one study indicates 
that teachers suffer a higher degree of stress 
than eiir controllers do. This is not difficult to 
understand when we look at some of the , 
sources of stress for teachers. ti. 

Here are only a few oi the factors that can 
cause teachers a great deal of stress: large 
class.'ii'-e,,the number of different classes, 
split grades, the decline in. the public Image 
of teachers, increasing ; criticism from par
ents, public and the- media, curriculum 

...changes instituted without proper prepara-', 
tion,'increasing demands from adminis-
trators.and trustees, financial rewards that 
have not kept/pace with demands on time : 
and with increasing responsibilities// 

Not enough preparation time, the variety 
of roles required of the teacher (instructor, 
counsellor, friend, nurse, cashier, recrea
tional director, musical director, parent-ad- c 

viser, coach, curriculum/'specialist, etc.), 
inadequate physical' facilities, conflicting 

.educational philosophies and practices, fear 
that discipline and control in the school 
system are deteriorating, extra-curricular 
responsibilities, and, in some case, in- ;: 
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adequate academic preparation ' for Ihe 
teaching assignment. 

In short, burnout is a response to circuit 
overload, the result of unchecked stress 
caused by the institution's impersonal and 
unyielding demands, and by the immediate 
environment in which teaching is done. 

How does burnout manifest itself? What 
does il look like? Can current or potential 
burnout victims identify themselves? 

Figure 1 shows a list of general and 
specific symptoms that may indicate that a 
person is burning out. All teachers have 
experienced some of the symptoms a{'* r. ie 
time or other. However, if many or most of 
the indicators seem to describe a teacher's 
situation, behavior, attitude or health, that 
teacher is burning out. 

Fortunately, there is a wide variety of 
preventive and curative measures that can 
be taken to diminish or avoid stress-related 

Subscribing to professional journals and 
gleaning them for new ideas and techniques 
can help one cope with the increasing 
stresses of teaching. 

burnout. Here are several suggestions to 
help you cope with stress. 

'The first step is that you must recognize 
the symptoms shown in figure 1. You must 
face those symptoms squarely, without re
lying on food, drink, drugs or withdrawal as 
a way of coping with the stress. 

You must realize that you are not respon
sible for many of the factors that, cause 
stress, but rather for how you respond to the 
crisis. -. 

Arrange to get away on a retreat with 
your colleagues, to discuss concerns and to 
set goals. Arrange for continuing in-service j \ 
programs to upgrade your skills. Keep alert 
to changing methods and philosophies, j! 

F*ut away the safe curriculum you've used 
for years and try something new and daring. 

Accept the challenge of a new grade level or 
teaching assignment. Pick a classroom 
focus or theme that stirs your creative 
energy. Find a colleague to share respon
sibilities in a team-teaching assignment. 

Study something not related to school or 
your own academic field. 

Ii you are particularly depressed, take a 
"mental health" day off. If you are coming 
down with a cold or flu, stay home. 

Lighten your load outside of ichool by 
hiring a house-cleaning service or someone 
to mow the lawn. 

Avoid criticizing your colleagues or the 
school system to the public. Such actions 
could result in a climate of ill will. 

Avoid circumventing the chain of com
mand in the school system if you have a 
problem. Consult with the person who can 
do something about the problem rather 
than let it fester. 

Avoid cliques of malcontents among your 
colleagues. Avoid derogatory comments 
about problem students to other teachers. 
Avoid talking shop outside of school hours. 
Subscribe to professional journals and 
glean them for new ideas and techniques. 
Get away during vacations to travel. Take a 
leave of absence to study, travel "jx relax. 

Get involved with adult act /ties after 
school. For example, join a service club. 

Negotiate a shared contract with another 
teacher; teaching half-time can keep you 
professionally active. 

A D A P T TO P R E S S U R E S 

Take a constructive attitude to stress by 
adapting positively to the pressures stress 
generates rather than unthinkingly at
tempting to eliminate stress entirely. 

Avoid procrastination. Instead of worry
ing mole hills into mountains through inac
tion, take specific action to break the 
stressful .situation into manageab!e;;;hunks, 
and harl&le them in an orderly,./>shion. 

Builch into your lifestykvTtie habit of 
self-evfiuation. and deliberately try to see 
the humorous side of any situation. Don't 
take yourself too seriously. 

Get enough rest and sleep. You probably 
need more than you think. 

Begin each day with a positive picture of 
yourself. Something may happen during 
the day to change that picture, of course, . 
but if your self-image is strong, you will be 
more capable of handling stressful words, 

•acts or circumstances. 
Pay attention to your diet. In particular, : 

eat a.well balanced, hearty breakfast. 
,4£xercis~er.-rsgularly and vigorously to 

eliminate stress, strenuous exercise will give 
you both physical and psychological ben
efits and work wonders in reducing stress. 

Learn to make lists of priorities. Write 
them down, then work through the list. 
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Prepare your day book or planning material 
carefully and go home knowing you are well 
prepared for the next day. 

Avoid working at school during the lunch 
hour. Get out of the building, go home, or 
go to a restaurant for lunch. 

Get a change of pace on weekends. For 
ekaiytx'?, get away to camp, fish, hunt or 
shop. / 1 

Try a little soothing music in y, .f class
room. Change the furniture around in your 
classroom. Change schools. 

Pursue a hobby — painting, gardening, 
weaving, woodworking, sewing, cooking, 
etc. 

Get involved in the business of your local 
association or the BCTF. 

Write a mock letter to your superinten
dent airing all your frustrations. Sometimes 
simply getting things off your chest will work 
wonders. 

Attend an in-service session conducted 
by a psychiatrist or psychologist adept in 
educational concerns, on the topic of posi
tive irnental health. Attend courses on 
human interaction and communication 
skills. 

Press for the establishment of a teacher 
support centre to co-ordinate all district 
resources as well as to provide professional 
counselling service. 

Arrange psychological training sessions 

FIGURE 1 

to prepare teachers (or stressful situations. 
This training could include rehearsing and 
familiarizing teachers with potential stress 
events. The technique is called systematic 
desensitization. 

Try lo form a crisis intervention team in 
your school district. The team could consist 
of two teachers with mental training who 
would be supervised by clinical 
psychologists. Their function would be to 
defuse crises by implementing discussions 
at schools where teachers and students are 
in conflict. 

Learn relaxation or meditation 
techniques. 

Avoid the use of alcohol or drugs as 
relaxants. Although t'ney work to loosen 
your muscles they also loosen your mind. 

Try a technique called visual motor be
havior rehearsal. It works on the next-
time-1'11 show-them principle. If you have 
handled a situation poorly, re-create the 
situation in your mind visualizing everybody 
and everything involved. But this time, piay 
it the way you would want it to have 
happened, so that you handle the situation 
better. The next time a similar situation 
arises, it will be familiar, hence less 
threatening and less stressful. 

Develop a more effective mutual peer 
support system. We teachers tend to get so 
caught up in the daily routine of our work 

oms of Burnout 

that we neglect each other. We do not often 
enough or caringly enough compliment, 
support and acknowledge each other's ef
forts. 

When a situation becomes just too much, 
it is all right to scream. Just don't do it in 
front of your students or colleagues. An 
unused bomb shelter might be a good 
locale. 

If, despite counselling and all your best 
efforts, there seems to be no solution to 
your stress problem, and if effective and 
rewarding teaching is truly irr possible, elect 
early retirement or simply resign. 

I M P L I C A T I O N S O F B U R N O U T 
Teachers are burning out. So what? What 

are the implications of this phenomenon? 
Burnout is a multiple threat It incapaci

tates the teacher, robs the child and pro
duces negative feelings and despair in 
educators, pupils and the public.Students 
of highly stressed teachers are also highly 
stressed. Excessive stress is harmful to 
everyone it touches. 

We must strive to change attitudes at all 
levels, particularly those of the Ministry of 
Education and the top level district 'ad
ministration. The attitude of many adminis
trators is perceived by teachers as being a 
plug-the-hole philosophy. "So what if Ms. X 
resigns? We have hundreds of job appli
cants; we can plug the hole simply by 
making a telephone call. We are well rid 
of those teachers who can't take the 
pressure." 

Ministry officials and superintendents 
don't seem to recognize the investment they 
have in money, training and experience of. 
their teaching staff. 

Stress is harmful to 
everyone it touches 

Ci:-

The burnout syndrome is not a response 
of the weak or unable. Education has made 
tremendous strides over the past genera
tion, but if it is to survive, the teacher can no 
longer be considered expendable. , 1 . , . ; 

There is an obvious need for research'in 
the area of teacher burnout. No empirical 
studies of the subject have been conducted 
in this province. Several are under way in 

'Alberta. ^U'^-^y-^-r 
••Such research must be carried out Only ; 

when all the data have been gathered, can ; 
some conclusions be drawn and,adequate 
preventive measures implemented; ; 
• Research might raise even more pressing -
questions for study. Are there degrees or 
stages of burnout? Is burnout more likely in a 
certain settings? How have successful* 
teachers moderated the stress? What are 
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the implications for the teacher who is also a 
parent? Do supervisors and principals burn 
oui in ways that differ from those of 
teachers? 

The benefits of such research will, of 
course, be reaped by teachers, who will be 
able to work with greater dignity and effec
tiveness. However, the ultimate benefi
ciaries will be the children. 

Everyone in education must work toward 
raising the status of teachers. The heclth of 
our education system depends on the effec
tiveness and mental attitudes of its teachers. 

One answer to keeping teacher morale 
high would be a concerted effort of public 
relations by the BCTF and local school 

boards. The aim of this program would be 
to raise public awareness of teacher effec
tiveness and the strengths of the system. 
Fortunately, the BCTF is attempting to 
implement such a program. Entitled School 
Talk, the program will attempt to establish a 
continuing dialogue between schools and 
their communities. 

School boards could raise the morale of 
their teachers with public and private thank 
yous. An annual teacher appreciation night 
for teachers and spouses, funded by the 
board, would have many positive effects. A 
trustee who dropped into a school to pat a 
few backs, or mailed a thank you note to a 
school staff following a Christmas concert or 

similar activity would see a quick upswing in 
teacher morale. Both large and small ges
tures can help improve the self-image of 
teachers. 

A few school districts are taking action to 
reduce stress. Vernon school district has a 
3-4-5 plan for financing regular leaves of 
absence for its teaching staff. The voluntary 
plan provides a leave after three, four or five 
years of service, with a board guarantee of a 
return to the same teaching position. 

This novel approach, modelled on one in 
Thunder Bay, Ontario, is financed by a 
payroll deduction of 20 per cent of salary 
per year, which is then paid to the teacher, 
with interest, in the year he or she is on 
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leave. The success of this plan proves that 
imagination and forethought can provide 
an effective tool to combat teacher burnout 

To eliminate burnout, we must reduce 
stress. However, we must also recognize 
that some stress is normal, desirable and 
healthy. Constantly coping with the chal
lenging problems of relating to people and 
encouraging the growth of individual stu
dents can keep a teacher's stress 
mechanism in good shape. 

As Dr. Hans Selye put it. "Complete 
freedom from stress is death."O 

A bibliography prepared by the author is available on 
request. 

Michael Patterson teaches at HighianJs Elementary 
School in Cranbrook 

One of the best antidotes for mental stress is 
physical exercise. Jogging or sports can 
work wonders in rejuvenating people who 
constantly work under pressure. 

Help is available from the B C T F with some problems that can cause severe 
stress for teachers. The following is not intended to be an exhaustive list of 
B C T F services, but will give an idea of the kinds of assistance that are available 
to individuals. 

Are you having problems with one or more of your colleagues with whom you 
' work? 

Two teacher members of the Professional Relations Advisers Committee could visit 
your school and "mediate" the situation. Al! Information received would be handled on 
a confidential basis. 

Are you concerned about such matters as: — a report? — a transfer? — a 
suspension?—an ethical problem?—a criminal chargt? — an interpretation 
of the Public Schools Act? 

Staff In the Teacher Personnel Services division will provide counselling, ir,'-
appropriate circumstances arrange for legal assistance, or take other appropriate steps 
to assist you. 

Do you have questions about benefits you can claim if you are ill for a short 
time, or for a long time? Do you have questions about unemployment 
insurance benefits related to maternity leave? unemployment? . 

The Economic Welfare division has information sheets on these topics written 
specifically for teachers. These will be sent to you on request. In addition, staff are able to -
answer questions and give advice and assistance to members. 

Are you concerned about your financial security during retirement? 
The Economic Welfare division will be pleased to answer your general questions. 

about the Teachers' Pension Plan. Because an individual's personal record is kept in 
Victoria, you should direct your particular question to the Commissioner of Teachers' = 
Pensions. (See also pages 75-79 of the Members' Guide.) 

Are you experiencing a severe financial crisis? 
••' The B C I T Assistance Society gives financial assistance to both active and retired 
teachers who are in need. Contact the_Economic Welfare division. . TV 

Do you want to find a different teaching position? " v V , " ' 
. The Employment Information Service provides information and assistance on 
making job ^applications. A • 30-page booklet entitled Creative .Job Search, which 
includes sample?resumes, application letters, follow-up letters^ etc.: is available to 
members free of charge. . • -

Would you like to learn classroom management ŝ sfMathat really work? .. 
Would you like to spend more time teaching and ?sss time disciplining? 

: Project T E A C H (Teacher Effectiveness and.Classroom Handling), a practical course 
designed to help teachers make effective decisions about complex classroom situations, 
is offered through the Professional Development division. „ 
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Do you want training in areas such as: stress management? — communicat
ing with parents? — communications skills? — curriculum issues? 

The Professional Development division, through the co-operation of practising 
teachers, offers workshops on a number of topics that may assist you in your teaching 
position. Contact the federation for information on what is available. 

Are you experiencing a problem in your teaching situation related to: — class 
size? — workload? — health? — safety? —- facilities? 

The BCTF, through its Learning Conditions division, provides assistance and support 
to local associatipr,-, in processing grievances and persuading individual teachers, school 
staffs and school boards to^niake necessary changes to improve teaching situations. 

Are you concerned ebout the potential effects of declining enrolment on your 
teaching position? 

The Learning Conditions division assists local associations to develop cases for 
expanding the school system, retraining teachers, adding resources to the system, and 
eliminating the abuse of temporary appointments. In addition, the federation provides 
moral, legal, financial and staff support to any teachers on continuing appointments who 
may be laid off under Section 156 of the Public Schools Act. 

Do you want assistance in such areas as:—stress and the primary teacher? — 
emotional self-defense? — emotional self-esteem? 

Workshops on these and other topics are available through the Status of Women 
program. That program also offers assistance to individual teachers on specific issues of 
concern to women, such as discrimination and sexual harassment. 

Are you concerned about your membership status? i; 
Contact the Membership Department of the federation for information and ; 

clarification. , . ' ; / 

Are you concerned that your certificate will expire? 
Contact the Government division for information and advice'/ 

Do you have some other concern not mentioned above? 
Contact the BCTF office.. Assistance and advice is given to members on diverse and . 

yaried problems. Do not feel that your concern is too unimportant to "bother" the 
federation with — it isn't. 

JlZ a C ? n c e m > o n e ' ° i t h e f i r s t c°"toc<s vou may want to make is your local 

ZSSSStT toiseek
 hls or her assis:ance about pro9rams that ™ °™>°b™ 

trie school dtstnct level or at the provincial level. 
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-'Avery effective way of combatting stiess is 
to get away on a vacation. Particularly 
effective in reducing tension are cruises in 
the. semi-tropical areas. 
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©The word failure used in relation to pupil 
progress usually means lack of success in 
passing a course or gaining promotion to 
the next grade. 

But it can also mean lack of satisfactory 
progress in learning. 

The two meanings are related, but they 
are not identical. The first is determined by 
school policy as well as by pupil achieve
ment in learning. The second is solely a 
matter of achievement. 

Some schools have adopted policies that 
virtually eliminate failure of the first kind. 
Elementary srhool pupils may be promoted 
from grade to grade almost automatically, 
regardless of achievement in learning. 

Secondary school students who have 
learned little in a course may nevertheless 
be given a passing grade and receive 
academic credit for it. 

Schools that carry out such policies are 
the "schools without failure" I refer to in the 
titie of this article. 

The second kind of failure, lack of satis
factory progress In learning, has not been 
eliminated. Given the differences among 
individuals in personality, interests, ability, 
and motivation, it probably never car. be 
eliminated. Bui; if teachers do not use failure 
of the first k/pd to report failure of the 
second kind, they will allow pupils to fail 
who ought not to fail. 

The purpose of this article is to elaborate 
and defend the thesis that the well-intended 
attempt to develop schools without failure 
has had the unintended side effect of in
creasing tolerance for, and the incidence of, 
lack of progress in learning. 

How did this situation develop? It did not 
exist in the early decades of this century. At 
that time failure to learn satisfactory one 
grade usually led to failure to be .-fed 
to the next grade. Decisions to pass or fail a 
pupil were made near the end of the school 
year, and they were recorded on report 
cards the pupils carried home with them: 
"Promoted to the fifth grade1' or "Required 
to repeat the fourth grade." 

PROMOTION NOT AUTOMATIC 

Thus as the pupils escaped from school to 
go home for the summer vacation, the most 
frequent question they asked of each other • 
was, "Did you pass?" Most pupils p issed. A , 
few did not. Promotion in those days was 
not automatic. '• .-, 

As a result of these policies, there were 
over-age pupils in nearly every grade. A few. 
might be several years over age. These were ' 
the conspicuous "dumbbells," over-sized, 
undervalued, frustrated, unhappy, and 
sometimes aggressive. Leonard Ayers de
scribed their plight in his book, Laggards in j-K 
Our Schools.1. \ ' 5 , 
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or value in the absence of the possibility and 
indeed the occasional experience of failure. 
Success and failure are opposite sides of the 
same coin. Tney are alternative outcomes 
of any human endeavor. 

How can a person be motivated to suc
ceed without being motivated simultane
ously to avoid failure? It is no more possible 
to have successes without failures than it is 
to have hills without valleys, beginnings 
without endings, or sunshine without 
shadows. 

FAILURE CAN'T BE ABOLISHED 
In the second place, failures in learning 

cannot be abolished. Despite the best ef
forts of the best teacher, some pupils are 
likely at some times to make unsatisfactory 
progress in learning. Pupil achievements 
are the consequence of many influences, 
not all of which are under the control of the 
teacher. 

Success In learning cannot be guaran
teed, and the near-universal experience of 
teachers is that it does not always happen. 
No sensible teacher will guarantee it. When 
it does not happen, educators are not only 
dishonest but irresponsible if they pretend 
that it has happened. 

The pseudo-success that results from 
refusal to admit failures may fool pupils, 
parents, and the public for a while, but 
ultimately it will be exposed for the decep
tion it surely is. 

FAILURE HAS VALUE 

by, In an economy and frugality of the 
exercise of your powers, both moral and 
intellectual; and you v-ry soon find out, if 
you have not found it out before, that 
patience and tenacity ol purpose are worth 
rrore than twice their weight of cleverness.2 

Those educators who believe that 
schools must avoid pupil failures at any cost 
are sadly misguided. They do not realize 
how grea; the cost to the effectiveness of 
instruction has been, and will continue to 
be, if they refuse to acknowledge failures in 
learning when they occur. 

"Are you sure I'm wrong? Have you 
checked your answer book?" 
^Innovations Unlimited 

At about the same time, researchers 
began to document what teachers had long 
suspected. Pupils repeating a grade often 
learned little more the second time through 
than they had in the first. Nor did the 
teachers enjoy a second year of struggle 
with the same problems that had vexed 
them the first year. 

Moreover, after the first quarter of this 
century, emphasis in education shifted 
away from things to be learned and toward 
conditions for learning, from products to 
processes, from subjects to children. 
)\The objectives of this new child-centered 

education turned out to be considerably 
more variable and diffuse, less clearly defin
able, less amenable to objective assess
ment, than the older subject-matter objec
tives had been. 

It became more difficult to distinguish 
failure from success in learning, more dif
ficult to make and to defend decisions to 
retain a pupil in grade. 

For all of these reasons, failure and 
retention lost favor. They were replaced by 
automatic or "social" promotion. "Keep 
children with their age-mates" was the 
slogan. "Do what is best for the individual 
child.;' 

Success has no 
meaning in the 

absence of failure 

But what of the other members of the 
class? Removal of the threat of failure, and 
of the stigma associated with it, also re
moved an important incentive for work to 
avoid failure 

In the early decades of the century, failing 
to learn made a real difference — an 
obvious, important difference — to pupils 
and to their families. Pupils worked for the 
social as well as for the personal rewards of 
learning; It is somewhat ironic that social 
promotion removed the only obvious, im
mediate social reward tor achievement in 

learning. 

. ^Humanistic, educators often argue that 
the threat of failure, or the experience of it, 
are ineffective motivators. They refer to 
"many studies" that show that pupil efforts 
to learn are motivated by success, not by 
failure.' Surely it is well known that pupils 
who succeed in learning are likely to pursue 
future learning more .eagerly than pupils 
who have,failed. From this the humanists 
conclude that school failures ought to be 
abolished. There are three reasons for 
questioning the soundness of this conclu
sion.' • 

In the first place, success has no meaning 
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In the third place, there is educational 
value in the experience of failure. It can 
teach. It can motivate. If the goal is impor
tant enough, if the resolve is strong enough, 
initial failure may be followed by renewed 
and improved efforts to succeed. 

Thomas Henry Huxley, the British scien
tist of the nineteenth century, said this about 
his own experience of failure; 

I accepted my defeat with the most 
comfortable assurance that I had 
thoroughly well earned It. But, gentlemen, 
the competitor having been a worthy one, 
and the examination a fair one, I cannot say 
that I found in that circumstance anything 
very discouraging. 1 said to myself, "Never c 

mind. What's the next thing to be done?" 
And I found that policy of "never minding" 
and going on to the next thing to be done to 
be the most important of all policies in the 
conduct of practical life. It does not matter 
how many tumbles you have in this life, so 
long as you do not get dirty when you 
tumble; it Is or'y the people who have to 
stop to be washed and made clean who 
must necessarily lose the race. And I can 
assure you that there is the greatest practical 
benefit in making a few failures early In life. 
You learn that which Is of Inestimable 
importance — that there are a great many 
people in the world who are just as clever as 
you are. You learn to put your trust, by and 

But to many educators the policy of not 
reporting failures to learn is quite agreeable. 
It spares them from the necessity of making 
hard decisions between promotion and 
retention. It avoids the disagreeable task of 
telling a few pupils and their parents that the 
pupil has failed. It postpones the problem of 
correcting deficiencies in learning. It makes 
life easier and more pleasant for all con
cerned, •••••••(>•• 

But easy living does not make for high 
achievement. One consequence of<au- : 
tomatic promotion, and of the educational 
attitudes and values associated with it, has 
been progressively accumulating deficits in ; 
learning for many pupils. 

Evidence of those deficiencies is too 
substantial and too extensive to be denied 
or explained away, as some have tried to 
do. There are the declining scores on col
lege admission tests and standardized tests 
of achievement. There are the frequent; 
reports of high school students who have 
not learned to read or to solve sirhple 
problems in arithmetic. There is the prolif
eration of remedial programs in colleges. 

The public has become concerned, and 
the legislatures in over two-thirds of the 
states have, responded to that concern by 
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mandating programs of testing for 
minimum competency. 

These programs imply that failures to 
learn do occur, ought to be identified, and 
ought to be dealt with. Dealing with them 
means, in some cases, retention in grade or 
denial of diploma. 

Mandatory tests for minimum compe
tency reflect disillusionment with the kind of 
education that is more concerned with 
conditions lor learning than with ac
complishments in learning, more con
cerned with the activities and enjoyments of 
pupils than with their acquisition of know
ledge and skills. 

In the eyes of a concerned public, an 
educational process is only as good as the 
learning products that result from it. The 

• public obviously believes that the most 
important immediate results of education 
are measurable. That public is no longer 
willing to trust schools in which pupils never 
seem to fail. 

A school dedicated to 
keeping every pupil 

will be a poor school 

But is it not possible for.good teachers to 
prevent failures in learning, or to cure them 
quickly when they do occur? What of 
individualized instruction, In which each 
pupil works at his or her own pace on the 
particular tasks assigned? What of diagnosis 
and remediation? What of mastery learning, 
in which the slower pupils are required to 
spend more time in learning what other 
pupils learn more quickly? 

Each of these represents a commendably 
active response to the problems pupils: 
encounter in learning.. In the hands of 
capable teachers, each can yield good re
sults..But each has serious limitations, and 
none of them can be expected to prevent 
failures.to learn. 
v;i Highly individualized instruction is neces

sarily quite inefficient. The teacher's efforts' 
are: diffused.. Preparing individualized in-
: structional programs takes a great; deal of 
time.; The pupils lose most of the oppor
tunities that group instruction provides for 
them to learn from each other and to be 
motivated by the successes and failures of 
their classmates; The instructional help one 
pupil gets from the teacher is given to that 
pupil alone. It does not help any of the other 
pupils in the class. 

The most effective instruction in most-
areas of learning combines classwork with 
supervised individual study. There .is no>: 
credible research I know of to demonstrate 
that the total amount of learning in a class of 
24 pupils is greater when they are taught 
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mainly as individuals than when they are 
taught mainly as a group. On the contrary, 
David Berliner, who studied individualized 
instruction in California's Early Childhood 
Education Program, has characterized it as 
a "disaster aiea." 3 

If the cause of most failures to learn does 
in fact lie in the lack of sufficient attention by 
the teacher to the unique instructional 
needs of individual pupils, then highly indi
vidualized instruction might help to prevent 
failures. But this is seldom the case. 

OTHER FAILURE CAUSES 

Other deficiencies can be potent causes 
of failure: lack of motivation to learn in the 
pupil, a poor climate for learning in the 
school and community, lack of competence 
in the teacher. Is it realistic to expect indi
vidualized instruction to go very far toward 
the elimination of failures to learn? 

The most frequently mentioned strategy 
for curing failure to learn is diagnosis and 
remediation. Borrowed obviously from 
medicine, this approach tends to work 
poorly in education. The causes of failure to 
learn tend to be multiple and general rather 
than singular and specific. 

Often those causes are either intractable 
or highly resistant to treatment. There is no 
specific antibiotic for ignorance, no antidote 
for dislike of schooling. /' 

Failure to learn is sometimes turned into 
success, but this happy result can seldom be 
credited to an expert trouble-shooter or 
repair specialist. Usually it is a consequence 
of some changes in the learner, initiated by 
the learner, as a result of learned expenence 
and maturing responsibility. 

MASTERY LEARNING 

Mastery learning has the virtue of recog
nizing failures to learn and of dealing with 
them by requiring additional instruction and 
study. It may>thus prevent some failures in 
the short term,, provided that the pupil is 
willing to put forth the effort required. . 

In the longer term, a slow learner, who 
either falls behind other pupils or must work • 
harder than they to keep up, is likely to 
become discouraged.and drop out, men
tally if not physically. There is no magic in 
mastery learning to prevent failure to learn. 

Of course every teacher should do 
everything possible to minimize the number 
and extent of pupil failures. But no sensible, 
experienced teacher can believe that in

structional effectiveness alone determines a 
pupil'ssuccesses in learning. Forlthe prim
ary responsibility for a pupil's achievement 
in learning rests with the pupil, not with the 
teacher or the school. 

If the pupil is unwilling or unable to make 
the effort that study requires, to put reading 

and thinking at.i'. writing ahead of other 
things that are furMc,;do, little learning will 
occur. '••!'• 

Pupils can be given information. Iney 
cannot be given knowledge. To accumulate 
knowledge a pupil must digest and assimi
late the information received by thinking 
about it. Disciplined thinking can be hard 
work. 

Because of the pupil's fundamental and 
crucial role in the learning process, no 
teacher and no school should accept full 
responsibility for the success of ali pupils in 
learning. The teacher is responsible for 
directing and facilitating the pupil's efforts to 
learn. The school is responsible for provid
ing a good learning environment. There are 
four essential elements in that environment: 

1. capable, enthusiastic teachers; 
2. an abundance of books and other 

materials used in learning; 
3. a system for recognizing and reward

ing achievements in learning; and 
4. the example of other willing and suc

cessful learners. 
To obtain the fourth of these elements, a 

school should not allow any pupils who are 
unwilling or unable to contribute substantial 
efforts of their own toward achievement in 
learning to occupy a good teacher's time or 
use a good school's facilities. 

Instructional 
effectiveness does 
not determine a 

student's success 

Schools are institutions for learning. That 
is the purpose for which they were estab
lished. That is why they arc supported by 
taxes. That is what the vast majority of 
parents want them to do. . 

They ought not to allow themselves, nor , 
should the public allow them, to forget their 
primary mission, to turn themselves into 
rescue missions for children with behavior 
problems. • •••!•••<•:•••.'••; 

The third element of a good learning 
environment •— a system for recognizi^,** 
and rewarding achievements in learning — 
requires that the school give testiH and 
grades and have a program of honors and 
awards..-' •••;.. 

A systematic schoolwide.testing program < 
will enaole the.school to motivate student ;, 
efforts to learn, to motivate teachers' efforts 
to teach, and to monitor the effectiveness of • 
its educational programs.; . ; - : • , -

Surely tests, like all other aspects of; the 
educational enterprise, are imperfect. But . 
no school can b e a g o o d school without 
.their help; •<>..•.-'fi>..,v.. 

Even in a good school, failures to learn/ • 
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are likely to occur, given the wide range of 
pupil interests and abilities. They are likely 
to occur even when the school has done all 
that it can within the limits of its resources to 
prevent failure. 

But failure is not prevented by ignoring it 
or pretending that it has not occurred. 
When failure to leam cannot be prevented 
or corrected, it should be recognized and 
accepted. 

Pupils who have not achieved minimum 
levels of competence at one level should not 
be promoted to the next. Pupils who fail 
repeatedly f should be allowed, or even 
encouraged, to seek other means of de
velopment and other avenues to success 
outside the school. 

N O T T H E E N D O F T H E R O A D 

Failure In school is not necessarily the end 
of the road for anyone. It does not infallibly 
predict failure in life. For some young pupils 
who are ill-adapted to school learning, 
dropping ^Memporari ly or permanently 
may be thj best solution available to them 
to solve the problem of failure In school. 

When should pupils be allowed or re
quired to drop out of school? Whenever all 
available alternative programs or proce-

: dures that might awaken interest and moti
vate effort have been tried without success. 
Whenever the joint efforts of teachers and. 
parents to induce reasonable efforts to leam 
have failed repeatedly. Whenever the con
tinued presence of the pupil In the school is 

, ; interfering seriously with the learning of j 
other pupils. . 

Under these conditions, few pupils are 
likely to leave, but for those few the options 
of-dropping out ..cr bring dismissed are . ; 
essential. 'f ^ 

A school dedicated to keeping every 
pupil in school, no matter what the pupil 
does or fails to do, is almost certain to be a 
poor school in which to learn or to teach. It is 
not a school that is likeiy to satisfy the vast -
majority of pupils or teachers or citizens.; ;; 

To some, the thought of school-age chil- ; 
'drennot in school is intolerable, no matter 
' how.little they:may be learning, or how 

^much their presence in a classroom inter- • 
• feres with the learning of *he other children. 

SucK people must think that, schools can 
- serve not only as educational institutions . . 
but also as rescue missions and as holding • • 

Schools should not 
turn themselves into 
rescue missions for 

children with 
behavior problems 
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pens to ..tjep young people off the 3treets 
and out of the job market (or the jails). 

So long as views such as these prevail, the 
education of the vast majority of young 
people will suffer, as schools and teachers 
make largely futile efforts to cope with the 
maladjustments of a small minority. 

Two arguments are often made against 
the policy of limiting school attendance to 
pupils who want to benefit from it, of 
making schooling at public expense an 
opportunity instead of an obligation. One is 
that the laws will not allow it. The other is 
that pupils excluded from school for lack of 
effort and progress would roam the streets 
engaging in crime and vandalism. 

( The answer to the first argument is that 
people made the laws and people can 
change them. 

The answer to the second is that juvenile 
crime has not proved to be a serious 
problem in those countries that do not have 
enough schools to accommodate all the 
children. And as some urban schools have 
demonstrated, alienated students inclined 
to cnme are not much deterred from it by 
being kept in school. 

"Stop it, David. My tests aren't that hard!" 
•^Innovations Unlimited 

: If we intend to hold teachers accountable 
for the achievement of their.pupils in leam-

; ing, we must allow them to hold their pupils 
accountable for reasonable efforts to learn.; 
Let them shape up or ship out 

Faced with tiiis alternative,; most pupils 
will shape up; Those who ship out will gain 
the freedom they seek. Some of these may 
use the freedom to grow. Others will use it to 
decay. ̂ Either way; the: responsibility - for 
what happens to them is ultimately theirs.-
• The only way to free, them from that 

, responsibility. is to take awa^f all of-the!/; 
other freedoms. ,:• 

Schools., without fatlure have failed. 
When lack of learning no longer, made any -
obvious'1 difference in •.; progress .through 

school, deficiencies in learning became 
more numerous and more serious. 

Let us stop pretending that pupils never 
fail to learn satisfactorily. Let us shirk neither 
the hard task of identifying it nor the 
disagreeable task of reporting it when it 
occurs. 

Most serious deficiencies in school learn
ing result not from want of ability but from 
want of effort. Let us reward the effort by 
promotion and penalize lack of effort by 
retention. When learning succeeds, our 
pupils deserve much of the credit. When it 
fails, let us ask them to accept a substantial 
part of the responsibility. Our responsibility 
as teachers is to arrange and conduct 
classroom activities that will stimulate and 
facilitate pupil efforts to leam. 

Refusing to admit 
failures will 

ultimately be 
exposed as deception 

In developing our teaching strategies, 
perhaps we should take our cues from those 
among us who are the very best teachers.4 

And who are these? They are, of course, the 
football coaches. And how do they pro
ceed? They follow a curriculum that was not 
made up by a committee. They try to/each 
only pupils who want to learn. They impose 
strict discipline. They insist on very hard 
work. They give a test once a week. They 
expect excellent performances from their 
pupils, and they themselves expect to be 
held accountable. 

If we do these things, achievement in 
school learning is bound to rise. So is our ; 
credibility as educators. Then public educa
tion wilt regain the respect that it ought to j> 
have among pupils, teachers, and the gen-;; 
eral public. •> 

Let us concentrate on doing the job we 
were given to do originally. It is our most ; 

important ;ob. It is a job we know how to do ; 
well. It is a job that badly needs doing. O 

References are available on request The article Is 
reprinted wilh permission irom the February 1980 Issue"; '•" 
otPhiDelta Kappan, © 1 9 8 0 . by Phi Delta Kappa,'Ind rf! 

Robert Ebtl is a professor of educational psychology at 
Michigan 5!ate University. He Is a specialist In educa
tional measurement, and was at one time vice presldert 
of the Educational Testing Service. 
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J I M B O W M A N 

©One of my more pleasant daydreams, at 
times when critics of the public schools are 
in full cry, is that al! the teachers in Canada 
would act unilaterally some June and fail 
everybody. 

It could all be done quite legitimately. 
Standaids could be set so high that no one 
could possibly pass into the next grade or 
out of school. I shall not enumerate all the 
beneficial side effects for everyone but the 
students, not the least of which would be to 
force a goodly number of university profes
sors to find different employment. 

"Far out" you say? Is it really any farther 
out than the suggestion — nay, hot .a 
suggestion but the definitive word — from 

"MrC Ebel that the very best teachers are the 
football coaches from whom we should take 
our "cues" and a modus operandi? Can 
you see us running a training camp for 
potential kindergarten students? Platoons 
of five-year-olds shipping in, shaping up, or. 
shipping out depending on whether or not 

•:. they were potentially intellectually under
nourished or lacked theproper motivation. 
. It really is hard t<?take seriously anyone 

who can stateunequivocally that we should . 
take our examples from football .Either he's 
been playing without his. helmet or: he's -

, never heard of the B.C. Lions. . 
; One ought to.stop right there and dismiss : 

Mr;, Ebel In;-the grand manner^But ;as :> 
tempting as that would be, the superficial,; 

: but perhaps compelling message to haras-
• sed teachers — about students shaping up 

or shipping out — must be challenged. To ; 
state that most serious deficiencies in learn
ing result from want of student effort is at ; 

.'best false and misleading,; at worst danger^ ; 
/"ous.The psychology of learning and the a r t ; 

of teaching are far too complex to be . 
/summarized by slogans from the United • 
.States Mannes , 

Despite the :• fact • that Ebel goes to • great 
lengths to describe failure and to postulate" 

'certain "conclusions about failure,' I contend 
that'he,;confuses the kind, of .failure that,;: 
individuals constantly face as a challenge 
and a."spur:(research scientists, athletes,/., 
teachers,Thomas Huxley) with the kind of' 
failure that really is^a.stigma for-those 
students; who at home or school are.con-
tiriually informed overtly.and indirectly that.; •' 
whatever they do they are no damned;, 
good. -

Both kinds of failure are the business of 
schools. The first must be encouraged. 
Indeed it is axiomatic in the business of real 
learning. The second is something schools 
must not avoid trying to ameliorate, be
cause in most cases the very complex 
reasons that create conditions of failure for 

- most "failing" students are matters over 
which the students have no control, and, as 
Ebel acknowledges, neither have teachers. 
And it is not only wrong, it is utterly unjust to 
use the powerful argumenUthat extol the 
beneficial effects of one kind of failure to 
lend credence and support to a tolerance of 
the other kind. 

And besides that. Ebel's paper is giving . 
me a stiff neck. Perhaps he wrote it deliber
ately to provide an exercise for football 
players. He says so many things that 1 first 
agree with then disagree with, sentence by 
sentence, that my head is alternately nod
ding up and down and waving sideways.! 
When I can stop wagging one way or the 
.other I would like to ask him "failed what?";; 
when he states categorically that "schools • 
without failure have failed." If they have 
failed to educate I must agree."! would also 
agTee if he stated categorically that schools , 

. with failure have failed to educate. 
I think that he means that schools without 

failure: have failed to do the job formerly 
done by schools with failureftwhlch was to 
sort out students for. the job market what
ever their level of attainment; •. 

If that is so I have news for Mr. Ebel. This 
isn't the 1950s. The technological revolu-', 
Son ':'nas drastically affected the world of 
employment. ,We have no agreement In 

• society on what values to uphold. The. pill 
- has emancipated women and drastically 

altered the.family base for many children, 
and Vince Lombardi has gone to the great 
locker room in the sky. 

.v If he.thinks he canigriore all that and the: , 
; only ;answer; he's got for. the ills that beset . 
public education Is to tell children to;"shape 
up or ship out;" return to the good old days; :• '.•;• 
teach 'em, test 'em;f!unk 'em and forget. 
'em, Ebelhas a very barren mind indeed,,-;;, 
• • s I have no panaceas, not even Half-formed:, - -
answers, to the problems that face teachers .• 
in coping with the human products; of a '-
society that is economically and socially in a: ;., 
turbulent state.-1 think 1 know that schools 
without.failure, free, schools,'.alternative..: 

schools, community schools, individual in
struction, team teaching, mastery learning, 
resource centres, this methodology, that 
system of reading, Head Start, New Start, 
Life Skills — you name it — were all 
attempts, some intriguing, some ludicrous, 
some perhaps worthless, but almost all 
quite noble in intent, to do something about 
improving schools and helping children. 

Because schools, those very conservative 
institutions, were, I believe, so buffeted by 
the radical winds of the '60s and the pillars 
on which they rested — family life, stable 
values, predictable job patterns, acceptabil
ity of the status quo — were so eroded that 
teachers welcomed what appeared to be 
any salvage vessels. Yet the reasons were 
not solely negative. ••:<• 

1 think I also know that many educators in 
the last 20 years or so thought, if only for a 
fleeting time, that they could narrow ihe gap 
between the training given to some by the 
schools and a truly liberal education for all. 

' Sure, it was and is pie in the sky, but the 
. minute there are no educators dreaming 
.and scheming how to do it, this particular . 

•-.' critic wants no part of public education;' 
•v 1' m sure there have been detrimental side 

^effects" to all these educational experiments, 
Arid.I am:not so naive,as to suggest that, 
there are no lazy students around, no • 
time-servers, no lead-swingers, no children 

: to whom school Is not a'natural habitat; no 
students who would frustrate the bejasus 
even out of Comenius, Montaigne, 

.... Whitehead and, some of bur other better ,; 
coaches." 

.'•;• BUT.I;maintain that schools (at least in 
Canada) are doing more things for more 

; kids, than even before ;under conditions of . 
i more stress :.;• and;: uncertainty than ever 

before. - . . . S 
•.•i.'.''.;Twentyiflve";years'' ago I taught 57 

:•'• students: in one Grade .12 history; class.1 

They were the survivors of some 200 
who had started in Grade 1. Today 1 
would be faced with 160 (thankfully in a 
numberof classes) and a vaned. lot they 

, would be. I doubt if comparisons of stan
dards or anything else could be done;with ; ' ' 
validity.But I like to think that in the scheme' 
of things this is progress.'and both a salute 

j jnd a continuing challenge "to teachers. O • 

Jim Bowman is the director of the BCi"Fs Government.̂ :' 
Division. . .'..;•.•;.••• ,::->...,, , 
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T R A C Y R A Y N O L D S A N D J O H N C O L L I N S 

Pitt Meadows Secondary School has a special 
program for gifted students in grades 9 and 10. It 
challenges the students, yet keeps them in touch 

with their peers. 

ObtU-iUvtuoCv :(ine<! .̂ indent-* ,«.• . . ."Mi.m 

•.:ii."|iiiitdy . tw3i•IKJCCJ in "•' i»n.l 
~H h i it da i JI:11;s»iiIpri/Vide »pvci<il cla.-> 

-.e- !(.•!' - l o w ieaiiiers and foi students wilii 
k ' . m < i i - „ i h i ! t l n - ; . but lutlc pit..v!»i.j» b 
m . i t k ' {<•! .stietchiug thv .'iliiiitics ot tin- v r r v 

able. 
Many ol oui mus t capable students, 

confident of geitirig fin 'A landing, '-ii'.' 
conk-ill to coast along in class 

Some teacheis al our secondary school 
resolved, in the spring of 1(J78, :-J develop a 
ptogiam that would provide intellectual 
stimulus to our gifted studenis. It was to be 
called the "Lnnchnient Program " Stu
dents would he selected lot theproyiam on 
the basis of teacher recommendations, their 
own interests, parental consent, an 
achievement test, an interest profile, and 
interviews. 

They would be required to devote one 
hour a day to the program. The lime each 
day must be taken so that only one houi 
was missed from each subject each week. 

Garytstnalting a template for the constriction of a guitar. After he has made the instrument, 
heplans to leam to play it. 
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! U^K:: J ' i ' ' ii : ; h: : ' :' C ; i ' . ' - > • 
q u e u e . • •! u e--.i: n ; i!.,• 

In.. :•.;.!;.. : . . . . c . -: ]'",''•'• 1 i...i i : • .; i " : 
poiiani !• •: :!,•• .•:,!,. bu , . ' i ,\ • a c ;.••:!• ' 
tinile v*. it!- their i eg . i i . p u aiu c e c e l . :;•, 
Coll!,.] ' . ! W i l l : llii'l! peel-. . C ' M i i b l i i . : . i 

the o i l i v i l i . s .sin! ..•.tuv^phete ' •'• : ; " ' ' ' '..I 
Many i.ii these .sl i ideni .- . ' .e :e ;• . c i . i • ;;: .: 
'.C:hcty of actl'.'illcs and pit iV i-'i : i - i ; ' i i ' . 
ami positive influence 1 .nnchir.eiit "-'a?. n ,! 
lo lake si Hi ii'nl- a way fit mi lit. - mail c a • ". n :i 
of the »< l u m ! : il ' . c i , in in' . in j-hiiliosi.t! 
activilv 

Initially no cwilll <>v extniisic i..'v.,ml I ' . ' . U 

oflered for participation in lh,' I.nnchmenl 
Progiain .Students would get an hour ' i i ! 
from the regulai piogram each '.lav •--
which many of them peiceivv.' as a ic 
freshing change, soincihintj of a iew.ird 

I here were some < .flier intrinsic rewards 
Hnrichmeni students Jul she sati.siac'.ii m uf 
developing their areas of interest through 
individual or small gioiip studv With the aid 
of a tutor. They would b e partially funded 
for any protect they undertook. At seminars 
they '.could have the opportunity to make 
presentations of their research to then 
peers. As the procrain proceeded through 
its second year, extrinsic rewards w e r e 
considered; for example, letters of coin-

'"•!.:• \ '•- ' i r . ' i .;. il'-v.' t. ii- .- M:k. !• ill 
••!: . • ••; ;i ••.'.••'•i]'- •.: r e ic.-p.'. •. - . ' i e c t e d 

;:. c ; :ed ; •> ;'i In ..: a -i; ci ! i i : , . i , c ; . . i 
U u i i . 1 ' '' ' i ' 's i i: r 1 ..'. t i.1.. ii:t. ;•,' 
M ' : • ;i . . ! ,c.::. pu t -•<:a-. ,,;. h i . h e : : e • 
s e a i t h i l i C . .C t ' . ' i .. 'pp' tinilill!.'-. It-bal'ili:!.:-
''.' .! i p'e. l i ' . i ; : : - , . • :u!l:-i | i . d l . . \ 'U .v unci ' l i ' ' 
b i a i i i 

! he i i i i l . iU ' til nl a p" le. i • k 'pen. led o i l i'.c 
t'f<ii.plt '\i!'. Sai. l .-r iK w e i e giv. ii a week , i , -
i'.'.'t. tn id. 'u t i le i !• ipi- O i : ; . - '.hen l" i i i t -• 
'e.eic ut:.).„•! '.cue they we/c evp. clei i to 
t t in ipicle them PeisCVeiaCn e -mi-
phe-a/ed Ihe culrninutiiu:-.u~r,v:lc foi each 
was a piesei i lal ioi i al seminars, which '.'-ere 
aiiangeci to Coincide with the Completion of 
a number i ti pt< ijt'.cis 

1 he program was initiated b-v- the school's 
teacher li!no;ion for student* in c iades \> 
and III About a dozen s'liidcr.ts were 
involvetl. about five perceni of (he lolai foi 
tht.'se grades m our school.'.The ioKowimj 
year anolher teacher shared the responsi
bility for the program (foi two hours a day) 
and a further do/ee students were added. 

The teachers i espoiisil i ie for Ihe program 
did not necessarily tutor each student. If the 
topics selected were outside of the instruc-

.'. i i : v ::, .'! •; ,T c ;. •:- . • ' • 

,'• u-i i.-IUi'.v I ' . i tO ..si'li : ' • . . . i ' . l i i i f . •;: ' iC 
:e,'i i i : ! i . " .?(.:::. • iel i ic: i i ' ;e,- - e. t : :: 
fniiiil.'-; i '.'..' t1. .'• c , ..lii.v- . ; . ' : ' ' . ' 1 - '-i I i i i ; ' ' 
t.li'..l.'!-'l .-''•-;;• •_*;'.":.j n I'. puK h . '•' 
...ciiprni-'.!. .-.i i.; i:y. t:.i\,.l. A i i idd.-n f t . -e 
v..ti; s:;.i!{ ti-ne isccau..".- • t.>.!i .ceie tnvt,!eed 
it: a lu ' t ' ic : .'hilit'i isc ' r ) ' . ai idei lis. a: c: 
•ii i t . ' t .in s. hc-oi :;>:-. \_ c/C' i n. > . t:.M]-ei isa!-- a >. 
st.iif, i t 'h' r lea'-bec; fi-td Hi earn; a siighilc 
higher siihh a', ;o,.ci t'aaii i i iey mighl . ttiiet • 
ufoe liave )-,..«!. 

The p iog iaa , cenirei! h, :lte sch,so! lib 
lai'v H'-'a* staderiis and teachers could 
,'iiiiveitit.'i'11 y rei'.dciiv.'oiis as teuuired From 
l i es hi-se slcideins fanned out for field 
Oipeueiicc.s, :o woil-i in shops or labs, or 
we"1.', I-., smdy can els for reseaicSi and report 
prepaiation 

Parei.is and teachers, as well as students, 
•.vere given orientation on the nature of Ihe 
finiichrnent Program before it began. Let
ters went home to parents of students 
considered and an evening meeting was 
he'd with their: lo explain ihe program. It 
was laic! out for staff al a staff meeting. The 
piograrn has had good support from both 
staff and parents. 

Students like the program and enjoy the 
experiences in which they have become 

Anile and Kirn haue developed an interest in "cro-femfftng" - - o cross between crocheting 
ana knitting. This was their second project of the year. Thetr first was a study of autistic, 
children. ,. .. 
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xtutienN i« ••• J I M I N - , • a:. ; : , . . •<•• aa. : . 

pioi.a !•• 
O n :>:<•> >!• • . e c h i e a ! - : u . : , - . ! • • i... • 

a n d h a v e C a p a b l e ]m --a, a,ai thi.-tii > the:-' 

great Jea i aboui tin. ««• I. '(>.•>. 
have bed u n a ititeje.-.:, .it . m , I ha v . - • u: u i.c ;'. 
cases) developed inleies'.s tha i t ; i i v i. a d :• 
future careers 

And what d o the - i n d e n t s i h c u i - e l v e - . 

think of the program? I hey have reap' >mi,;<l 
very positively to- the experiences thee h a v e 
had. Here are some unedited samplings ol 
their written responses 

.Anne and Kin): Doing out repeal .••n 
Autism was a very good learning experi
ence. We were able to find out what the 
term "autistic" really means. We found out 
what was really being done about children 
with learning disabilities, and that institu
tions are not always the answer. If anyone 

11. • I. .-Hi' i lin-.', I have helped myseli t<. i.-ad In-, 
li'.i-d -I life I ',-,,am and ..an enjoy 

(.•'»(»'(: I!it- Knui.hmen! P ro^M in l i-h 
green me a uniouc i>pp<)l'.unity lo pursue 
litv inv ie - .s To date ani ither student and ! 
have hi 'I ' l l I'1 the King Tulankauien Exhibi
tion in Seatt.e and we have given leclure-i 
(on it). This yeai another friend and i aie 
planning lo build an electric vehicle In eight 
months we have accumulated a phenome
na! amount of information including plans. 
We are seriously considering to undertake 
Ihe construction of an electric car and are. 
looking for sponsors. 

.if.ii'.ite i ' i ilia: u.csel! I' . the ci . i l l -men 
• e M.-. iieval era • • • the lulhiel a , i I lrv'11 
.1 I a ukhve j a i.-iiilai It is a fa---, mating 
a i l and win- iui ' i .- . . i; in- ! mac -.tart a 

I guitar Ini'ldine i pu .-bahlv w-oaldi i' 1 
• had ,»urh .in ' >jip.".i'luiiily auywheie 
u , 1.1 hi;. ' ' a iiuit.ii I hut i m th.-.-

:!. our c'nrictuueii! p iogiuni rcaiiv 

l e v a . R j v i i e l ' h b tin.' I 'br.inan , i n J ,|.im O J I m . i . h%->d 
n i i he hum.un t ie - Lj.-pnilnu-nl u! 1'ilt NVii.io'.e. s L " . ' o r t -
i.|.ny S c h o o l in M i i p l . ; Ku ly . ' 

Allison is spinning wool. She has designed and is making a sweater, 
taking the wool all the way (rom the hack of the sheep through ihe 
various processes — washing, carding, spinning, dyeing, and 
knitting — to the finished product. 

Peter is shown with rockets he and some friends assembled. These 
facsimiles of military anclspace vehicles will fly to heights of over 300 
metres. Parachutes in the nose cones cushion their return to earth. 
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Students can benefit greatly from j » 
visiting a museum, but they | 
should first learn to "read" ob- A | 
jects. Here's how. \¥ 

,1 

Children Sit ing the prouincfa/ museum are/it* giuen a chance to have a close view 

variety of birds. 

of a 

!< ii,'.;.-?!!-. .tiiivimj v.ixi, l'""Hj h-,is i.f 
'•.'mu-, • ;i;ini':;'i:!ni(j j n . i « i ' i \ u, !>ii)t:inr{ 

U.Hi mutri; ttiish thlOlillh ih« hKtoiv 
.-.iiij c.ilriirii.j t tvb i.'ii-.jlli ii! the 

il!'.' .en:;.' ;jif! .sboji! 
I |. .a <-,ns vw help you! ^tiiuVrus to \>MS 

. m i.'ni'jyabli' .did edu'.alioiwl t ixpi ' iv i iv in 
I IK-' museum? liy helping them lo R M I ! 
• •hji.-clv This involve.-' three -tepv ISO 
I.AIL INSPECT -IN.SEIVI 

Lei m i ! explain. 
Musl ims ait' 10 objects what libraites im: 

!•; 'ooi)!•;:•. Both sioie in( i»motion. but 
museum information tends lo be three di-
iiu'ii>ioi)dl. white libi.ny information, 
whether book, film or picture, is two dime!i 
Mon<ii We teach. as (.me of the firs! school 
activities, how to read words so that sin 
dent!- can use the infoiniation stored in 
books. But do we teach students how to 
"'see?" Do we toiich students how- to make 
sense out of lluee-dimcndonal obied.s. so 
that the meaning of an object may be as 
clear to them as the meaniny of the printed 
word? 

Seeing is an active process We look, hut 
we do not always see. A landscape holds c. i 
infinity of details, all of which can be "seen." 
But in out mind's eye we choose to see 
certain details, or none. The difficulty in 
finding reliable eye witnesses to a crime is 
notorious. Everyone at the scene sees 
something different. What we see when we 
look at a scene is influenced by what we 
have seen before anc! by what we expect to 
see. Evidence for this theory is present in 
much of the cognitive psychology literature 
today. 

As an example, let me offer a description 
of an experience many of you will have had. 
Remember the first time ycu looked 
through a microscope? Nothing made 
much sense to you, and often the first , 
experience with the world of the small left 
your head aching. More than likely you ; 
didn't see anything. Perhaps you went back 
to your textbook, studied the picture of the 
cell and its components, and then went 
back to the microscope. 

You then realized that you had been 
stating at a dust particle and, changing the 
focus, a colored blob appeared. You 
strained your eye and brain, focussed up 
and down, and then suddenly you saw the 
cell, the nucleus. You had learned how to 
read a cell through a mictoscope. It was 
difficult to see the cell before the proper 
conceptual framework existed. In a sense 
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you have io ignoie ihe tn-'i.-. ('i tin iun i - -
Mttini? in them Ii you |IH.»!: <II lhc whole you 
won ; si',- (hi» p.ul von ' i i ' ' mtcie-.ted in. 

Si i I iiiinktli.il tent hi no someone in >w | i . 
into .i museum ,nvi uvwl" objects 

thirds, baskets. Iiain-) involve" pt,» condi
tioning tin in to what they going lo see. 
and helping them lo learn how to i.soi'ule an 
object from IN bar kyiound arid fiom its 
contest Students are brought to a museum 
arid are exposed to wh.it may he an over
whelm! "i"./'lass of unfamiliar objects Too 
much rio-.elty m visual stimuli is exticmely 
fatiguing. Once coiislran its are put on the 
.student's viewing, he or she can study an 
object with little distraction. This docs not 
mean that the students are not to see other 
things. But to really See" something as it is, 
something unique, functional, and beauti
ful, one must first see it alone. 

Once your students know what it is you 
want them to see. or they have decided 
what it is they want to study, the students 
can know which objects to isolate from the 
rest of the potential things seen. They are 
then free lo inspect the object with as much 
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studied to Ihe entile class of object-.. I hr-
generalization in-'iv not akc.iys be |" o-i!'le 
foi youngei children and. may h.:ve r>. he 
resolved ioi ihe older student 

The process of ISOLATE INSl 'h r l 
INSLRT follows in geneiai way the 
"rhythm of learning' proposed in the 
l ')20s by the rtritish mathematician end 
philosopher A. N Whitehead. Whitehead 
proposed that the learning process involves 
three stages, which he called n nuance, 
precision and generalisation. In tlie stage oi 
romance, "The subject matte' has '.he viv
idness of novelty, it holds within itself un
explored connections with possibilities hall 
disclosed by glimpses and half concealed by 
the wealth of material." It is in the percep 
tion erf the single object, in all its uniqueness, 
thai romance is begun. And the museum is 
filled with wonderful, unique and strange 
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(i. »n reading miiseiim I ibek I„;i>• 'i rem la 
should crime second: the '>i'|c't JH •A.h..* 
counl. Vou can lead all yea * ;n v • ' 
classroom; museums are p l ac . ! • .oo a 
the collection of tlnee dimensio,".a! things. 

A Wuiksheel developed al lhc is (' F'IO 
vinci.ii Museum is appended. In ;hi;- d i e " 
•.uiii.h can be adapted foi any grade ievei. 
the student-, aie going to be studying aclap-

inthe museum's'Jorest''adoceniusesa pashlight lohelplhechildreniso!ate;ihe The children, having had their observational skills 
birds from the: forest background. sharpened, now can find the birds on their own.. 
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Birds have beaks. 

! f •< 1 
'• 'Vf i. i -
• 1111 - i ! ' , ! : • ' M r 1 ' • ' ii li"' I- it • 

I - 1 iff - ' ' 

This oifO a.g<. «n n-,(Jn . . 

This bird strains food oi't of waf\* 

This is part o/ a student wcrkshee1. on birds, prepared by the museum. Another page of the 

worksheet shows the various kinds of feet birds have so that they can swim, sit in trees, grab 

smail animals or wade in water. 
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tations of bird beaks and feet. Students are 
led to finding-birds with beak and feet 
adaptations for different environments, and 
then asked to combine the beaks and.veet to 
see how the two adaptations are related. An 
exercise such as this compels the student to 
look at an individual bird, study its beak and 
feet, and then think abou. the bird's actual 
context — its habitat. 

i - - * 

In the new Natural History gallery stu- T 

dents are able to wander through the coas
tal forest, an ocean sea cliff area;' and the 
estuary of the Fraser River in winter, and see 
the context (habitat) of the birds that they 
have studied in detail in the more traditional 
taxenomic gallery. 

Barbara Reque of the Field Museum in 
Chicago has devised something similar to a 
museum .scavenger hunt foV the younger 
studentsv This is called "Find me, Finish 
me*. The. worksheets have funny little 
drawings that could be considered parts of 
animals. Th* students are then encouraged 

- - - ' ' • 

to go into a galleiy and find the animal they 
think relates to a-particular picture. In this 

usage, the students choose one animal out 
of many potential animal choices to fit their 
picture. They then carefully inspect it to 
make a finished picture of the beast. This 
exercise can be done for a variety of 

jeers. . 
Every'teacher has his or her own priorities 

when visiting'a museum. Detailed lesson 
plans covering a wide range of subjects 
would be useless printed here. When you 
bring your students to a museum, re
member these things: plan youi visit well; 
know what it is you want your students to 
see; make sure they know what it is they are 
going to see; avoid wordy worksheets that 
focus the students' attention on labels rather 
than on objects; make your purposes 
explicit; and have a good timefO 

Richard Koo! is a museum teacher &L ihe B C. Provincial 
Museum. 

v'r: 

Unique 3-counfry tour: 
The Soviet Union, 

Mongolia and the People's 
Republic of China. 

Find out more about this 
superb cultural opportunity. 

Call today about Ventra's 
tours of special interest 

to teachers. 

. 5915 West Boulevard,. 
Vancouver, B.C. V6M 3X1 

Telephone: 263-1951 
Toll ;ee line for B.C. 
112-800-663-3364 
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JIM K O B B 

I'iiis article appeareil in .'he Match 5 
tv i i l i i 'M <>/ The Off1111••.J d f i ; : i - ' i 7eiir/>ers 
t c / io would like lo discuss llu: Mi ( ) i r r f ic i f / i 
f/ii ' ir srudenr.s riiuj.' obtain /ree booWe/.s 
entitled Bon Voyage , . But/rom- Depart
ment of External Atjait;, I. li. Pearson 
BuildiiKj. Consular Policy Division, Sussex 
Drive. Ottawa. Ontario K'JA 0(12. 

©Foreign countries are clacking down on 
drug offenders, external affairs officials 
warn, citing the case of a young ('.median 
who lias languished for (our years in a 
Peruvian jail waiting trial on a possession 
charge. 

In another incident two young western 
Canadians were sentenced recently t o 
nine-year jail terms in Thailand o n drug 
charge? 

They had spent, up to :hen, three years 
awaiting trial and sentencing. A young 
woman charged with (hem was luckier. She 
was granted bail and promptly fled the 
Asian country. 

In Lima, Peru, at least 20 Canadians are 
in jail awaiting trial on drug charges, mostly 
involving possession of cocaine. Four to five 
have been in jail up to four years because 
the legal system in the South American 
country works so slowly. 

Canadians can face entrapment, frame-
ups, and fraud if they get involved In the 
drug scene abroad, external affairs consular 
officials say, and those convicted of posses
sion or trafficking can expect heavy jail 
sentences. 

There is little the Canadian government 
can do to get such jail terms reduced 
although consular officials work hard, when 
they learn of a case, to ensure the Canadian 
has whatever help can be offered or ob
tained at the family's expense. 

T H R E A T E N E D 
Young women travelling abroad are 

sometimes threatened with physical harm 
to force them to work as carriers or " mules'' 
for drug traffickers, the external affairs offi
cials warn. 

Often such "mules" are set up for arrest 
to draw attention away from other carrieis. 

The latest case involves a young Cana
dian woman arrested in Panama City with a 
cocaine belt strapped around her waist. 

Young men and wr.men are often en
trapped by local authorities forthe seeming 
intention of providing funds for government 
coffers. 

In New I )e l ln In, iiai i. a . o i a i y < ' ,uni li, ,n 

recently sold s o n i e ni , i i i |u tn . i to . -.an 
clad Indian t v imien >n the -.v,t • . -• 11 ;y .ad o! 

Ihe local YWCA. 
Ihe Indians proved to I s - j .oh i o n i o n 

and the Canadian w a s .sailed ol! l o 
where a judge asked her hoy- much money 
she was carrying 

When told it was > (Oil the judge fined her 
that amount and she was hee. The whole 
transaction tool; place in rust five day 

In other instances, young Canadians 
have purchased hashish in Morocco tioui 
police infonne- s, then have been picked up. 
fined, and deported. 

Tlie informer wins both ways, fie u -ke-s 
money off the hashish he has sold andg ,s a 
fee Irom the police department. 

P A I D OFF 
If young people manage to escape 

Moioi i an authorities they often find them
selves picked rip in Spain or France after 
flying there. 

The informer has been paid off by police 
in those countries. 

Drug possession in France, even for small 
quantities of marijuana, can lead to jail 
terms of three to five years, the external 
affairs officials say. 

The tragedy, they point out, is that all 
such drug cases are recorded by Interpol 
and transmitted to Canada. 

Sometimes Canadians don't ask for help 
from a Canadian embassy abroad, figuring 
that if the embassy doesn't know, their drug 
bust won't show up in police records in this 
country. 

It's a false dream, the external affairs 
officials say. 

Singapore, especially, is tough on drug 
offenders. Execution for drug offences there 
isn't uncommon. 

O T H E R T O U G H O N E S 
Countries that are cracking down on drug 

offenders include Greece, Turkey, Iraq, Iran 
and a number in Latin America. 

External affairs recorded 836 cases in
volving Canadians jailed abroad in 1979. 
most of them for short terms. 

Some 200 Canadians are serving long-
term sentences in foreign jails or have been 
in prison a number of years awaiting trial. 
About half are in United States prisons, the 
rest are scattered in the jails of other coun
tries. 

The total in foreign jails has been de-

nea- ing foi tlie iasi ibiee y e n s - in \l)7b 
some l.KOO Canad ian , went to jail in 
tore .:i countries loi varying p e r i o d s — but 
external affairs admit-, it hasn't made such 
headway -discouraging young people from 
getting involved in (drugs. 

Officials trace lh.it to the increasingly 
lenient attitude taken by authorities to sim
ple drug possession here and the generally 
caiefree attitude of travellers and vacation
ers. 

Drug cases abroad in 1979 totalled 260. 
In l')77 some 270 Canadians were involved 
in drug cases in foreign countries. In 197K 
the figure was 255. 

External affairs says ensuring Canadians 
in foreign jails get treated fairly and have 
their needs looked after puts a heavy bur-
Lien on diplomatic posts. 

E X C H A N G E S 
Department officials act as a channel 

between the individual in jail and his family 
in Canada, ensure he has money provided 
by the family to purchase food and medical 
supplies and money to pay the fees of the 
local lawyer defending the individual. 

Prisoner exchange agreements have 
been worked out with the United States and 
Mexico, allowing the transfer of some 60 
Canadians to penitentiaries here. 

An exchange agreement has also been 
worked out with France. The final steps 
ratifying the agreement are about to be 
completed. 

The Canadian government is also work
ing on similar agreements with Bolivia, and 
European and Commonweaith countries. 

There is pressure in Canada for external 
affairs to provide legal aid funds to Cana
dians charged abroad, officials note. 

The argument used is that Canadians 
facing trial in foreign countries should have 
the same benefits available to residents 
here. 

So far, that is in the future. Externa! 
affairs, like other federal deparlmcr s, is 
working under budget restraint, and money 
is scarce. 

Occasionally, an external affairs official 
can make money available on humanitarian 
grounds on the understanding the indi
vidual getting the help will repay at a later 
date.O 

Jim Robb is a staff writer with The Ottawa Citizen 
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C U ^ i C u I u r V C X P e r t s t o Ponder, as they strive for that elusive quality known as relevance. 

F R A N C E S F L E M I N G 

©Time: 50 years ago 
Place: Douglas Road School, Burnaby 
Characters: Student teacher, the first 

male teacher tha class has ever experi
enced. Ungraded "senior" class, elemen
tary 

Set t ing: The regular teacher, Miss 
Rhoda Warburton, had assigned a poem to 
be "taught." The poem, in the Canadian 
Reader, was fairly lengthy, so only the first 
stanza was assigned. It went: 

"There's a breathless hush in the 
close tonight-

Ten to make and the match to win; 
A bumping pitch and a blinding light, 
An hour to play and the last man in. 
And it's not for the sake of a 

ribbon'd coat 
Or the selfish hope of a season's fame, 
But his captain's hand on 

his shoulder smote, 
'Play up! Play up! 

and play the game!' " 
Classroom routine was firmly estab

lished. Pupils would read the selection 
silently; ponder the meaning; look up in 
their dictionaries any words not clearly 
understood; write out any such meanings; 
apply the new meaning in re-reading the 
selection, and above all, prepare to discuss 
the poem intelligently when the reading 
lesson began. 

The class had been exhorted to respond 
with enthusiasm to the student teacher, 
failure to do so to be rewarded by conse
quences too dire to contemplate. 

188 

Teacher: Now that vou ii.iv <.< .v,! had time-
to read this very exciting Faiglbb |»«m. let 
us look at the first line: "There's a breu:h!c"K 
hrsh in the close tonight. What ,U,.-: .• 
that mean to you, Johnny? 

Johnny: (obviously a bad choice fur 
lead-off question) Sir, I can't figure out what 
a "hush" is, or why it was out of breath. 1 get 
out of breath by running. If I just knew what 
a hush is, I could say if it was running or not. 

Teacher: (jovially) Ho, ho. Somebody 
didn't use his dictionary. What is a "hush," 
class? Johnny doesn't know. 

Johnny: (stung to argument) If "hush" is 
another word for team, sir, it would make 
sense. There's a breathless team in the close 
tonight . . . but then, what's a close? A 
closet? A changing room? 

Teacher: NO! NO! NO! Stop making 
uneducated guesses! The first line DOES 
NOT REFER TO A T E A M OUT OF 
BREATH IN A CHANGING ROOM. Who 
did look it up? Mary! 

Mary: Sir, I looked c-!-o s-e up in my 
dictionary. 

Teacher: (beaming) Good girl! And 
what did you discover? 

Mary: C-l-o-s-e, a verb, meaning "to 
shut" as in "close the door." C-l-o-s-e, an 
adjective, meaning "near" as in "Close 
beside the shining water." There is no noun 
"c-l-o-s-e." 

Teacher: (visibly perspiring) Yes, my 
dear, there is a noun "close." There has to 
be. Here it is, in print, in your reader. That 
proves there is such a word. Now. I'll help 

you a little. All thes'3 English people were 
just sitting there, holding their breath, be
cause there was an exciting game in prog
ress. Even though it is not in your dic
tionaries, the noun "close" refers to the 
actual place where the game was being 
played. It's just like we might say in 
America, a baseball diamond . . . . 

Voice: We aren't in America. This is 
Canao..i, sir. 

Teacher: (coldly) Let us proceed. Let us 
imagine we are watching this exciting game 
and get on to the second line, which tells us 
exactly how exciting this game was: "Ten to 
make, and the match to win." Now, you all 
know what a "match" is. 1 am sure. 

Jean: Sir. a match is when a matchmaker 
helps two lovers to marry. 

Boys: (in unison) Groan! Gag! 
Teacher: The word match is the same as 

the word "game." 
Jean: (nodding and ignoring the boys) 

That's right, sir. My father says love is a 
game, and my mother is a matchmaker 

Teacher: ENOUGH! This game, this 
match, the one in the poem, was a most 
exciting game of cricket. Bob? 

Bob: Are you certain, sir? It doesn't say 
"cricket" in the poem. The second stanza is 
about war. It talks about BLOOD and 
SOLDIERS. 

Teacher: Nobody told you to read 
ahead. We have not finished the first stanza, 
and first things come first. Right? Now, you 
must take my word for it. We are attending a 
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cricket match, in Ln^iand. li we » an make 
.'ii mon' runs, ii our r.i*K.- i an make Im 

more runs, WE WIN TM' : GAMh 
Kuby; TEN inns, sir? C a n ! you win anv 

aarnc by ONT, run. «..r ONT, basket 01 ONE 
goal'-1 

Teacher: (glancing at his watch) Us-.' 
your head, my girl. They were NINE runs 
behind. WE WILL GO ON: A bumping 
pitch and n blinding liyht . , . ..Johnny? 

Johnny: That makes sense. The pitcher 
must have bounced the ball and hit the 
batter and the bolter then saw stars jus! like I 
did when 1 was beaned by a bat. A blinding 
light . . . . 

Bob: It doesn't say ball and bat, Johnny. 
I think a grenade went off. In stanza two 

Teacher: Wr are NOT READING 
STANZA TWO. No. boys, I believe that the 
poet is simply saying that the field was rough 
and the sun was in the batter's eyes. In 
cricket, they don't pitch in the air, as they do 
in baseball or softball, but they run up and 
bounce the ball overhand and try to hit the 
cricket, I mean wicket. If the wicket is hit, the 
batter is out. They don't pitch, they BOWL. 

Johnny: Why do they call the field the 
pitch if they don't pitch? 

Teacher: The place where they play is 
called the pitch. 

Mary: Sir, please refer back to line one. 
You said, they play on a close. Now you are 
saying they play on a pitch. 

Teacher: (reading loudly) AN HOUR 
TO PLAY AND THE LAST MAN IN. 

Johnny: Sir, they couldn't be holding 
their breaths for AN HOUR. How Ic.ig is a 
cricket match? 

Teacher: It could go on for days. 1 am 
told. 

Class; (babble of voices) Do they sleep? 
Do they eat meals? Do they miss school? 
What happens when it gets dark? 

Teacher: They are people of leisure. The 
spectators stroll around and drink tea out of 
china cups (By now the class is 

t.U'.'p in i ulltnal . . l u M i. Head-, an- s b a k i i i ' i 

d i . ' i p M>jh-, i an i n ' ' i K M i d . ) 

Teacher: ihunvinq on) ANI) I I'S NO'! 
i-OK Tl II. SAKE ()!- A KIBBt )N'D COAT 

Bob: 1>> MEN play cricket'-1 

Teacher: Yes. that's the point They 
weai beautiful wl iik* flannel pan Is. and 
striped blazers, and when they win a match, 
they get ribbons to wear. {The class rocks 
with laughter. The only ribbons they have 
experienced are hair ribbons, and the viMon 
of giown men in white pants wearing hair 
ribbons is just too much.) 

Teacher: BUT HIS CAPTAIN'S HAND 
ON HIS SHOULDER SMOTE . . 

Jean: Sir, I know what 'smote" means. 
In the Bible, a strong man killed a lion with 
the jaw-bone oi an ass. He smote il and 
killed it. Smote means to hit very, very hard. 
to kill. (The teacher is struggling very hard to 
regain control of the class, which is reacting 
to the word 'ass,' considered profane and 
forbidden to use. as in "you silly ass." Mary 
has been waving her hand, so the teacher 
turns to her.) 

Mary: Sir, if you look at the second "his" 
in that line, isn't the antecedent noun of that 
possessive pronoun, "captain," which 
means, sir, that the captain smote bis own 
shoulder! (Class, delighted, pantomime a 
man strutting his own shoulder, accom
panied by suitable sound effects.) 

Teacher: CLASS! SETTLE DOWN! 
That's better. The English have a habit of 
patting each other on the back to encourage 
each other. 

Betty: Then why does the poet use 
"smote" if he really means pat? 

Teacher: A poet uses poetic licence. He 
can use any word he damn — I mean darn 
— well pleases. 

Johnny: Like car licences? Like dog 
licences? You mean I could buy a poet 
licence and, write or spell any way 1 please? 
Then I could quit school! 

Teacher: NO! NO! NO! A poet's licence 
is an imaginary licence. If you are a poet, 

vun ran n . e anv word vou think is most 
MinnbK' (ui \\w spiuv in flu; po*?rn. Some 
Juni'h thf-M/ t ' X i i o o i ' V i i i e fur cfioct. 

Johnny: Mow do you get to be a poet 
then? Does the king give poets' licences to 
every English poet.-1 

Teacher: That would be the only way 
YOU could get one. and we're NOT in 
England, so L't us read 'be last line together, 
with some feeling. 

Class: PLAY UP! PLAY UP! AND PLAY 
THE GAME!!!! 

(As the shout dies away, the teacher eyes 
the class with as malevolent a gaze as ever 
has been levelled at a Burnaby class, before 
or since. Not only is he aware that his 
sponsor-teacher lias been writing angrily 
and steadily ever since bib lesson began, but 
be has come to full realization of what a life 
of teaching may entail But he is made of 
stern stuff, and probably will go on to an 
administrative position at an early age,) 

Teacher: Because of the great interest 
you have shown in my lesson, and espe
cially for the VERY enthusiastic rendering 
(render meaning "to be torn apart") of the 
last line, I am assigning you this first stanza 
for homework. Be prepared to write it out 
by memory tomorrow morning. 

(The smiling class took no offence; 
neither did anyone take a reader home. The 
class knew the poem by heart, every 
obscure word. They had a reai sense of 
well-being, of having met a challenge, of 
having overcome obstacles. If anyone had 
suggested that this curriculum was irrele
vant, they wouldn't have know what was 
meant. They'd have gone to their dic
tionaries, shrugged their shoulders, and 
asked: Isn't formal education always ir
relevant? But isn't it F U N ? )0 

Frances Fleming is retired, after a career in education as 
a teschei, principal, district superintendent and Ministry 
of Education official. 

Cdn. per week 
per person 

Based on 4 People Sharing 

DELUXE CONDOMINIUM AP IS . 
KIHEI, MAUI 

PRIVATELY OWNED — SPACIOUS FURNISHED APARTMENTS 
ACROSS FROM BEACH - FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHENS — POOL -
SHUFFLE BOARD - COLOR TV - BAR-B-Q-

6 People Sharing: $61 Cdn. per week per person 
All Taxes Included 

PHONE BRIAN LAWRENCE 872-7791 

_ r 

" b -

P L — J •. - - J» L J 
• .a _ L 
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. r - - _ r _ x h - .T _ r - - *• E 

Kuhlo Village 
Resort Hotel 

2463 Kuhlo Avenue 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815 

Looking for Gulf Islands Property 
for related living and investment? 

Write or phone for careful attention to your real estate needs 
anywhere in the Islands to ex-teacher: 

Jessie (Pat) James. 
Islands in-the-Gulf Real Estate Ltd. 

Box 570, Ganges, B.C., VOS 1E0 
(604) 537-5521 or (604) 537-9556 (evenings) 
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ACCOMMODATION SWAP 
1 If Al)!: HOUSES (mm July l-Amuisi 15' Mv htq \ 
bedroom m sonm. PenOi nm. foi v*nus m Vam ouier, I'r 
tn t'̂  tiit'ri prefer n d Plume 1 1» 19.1-5702 
WANTED; 2 or Xueek home cMhanm*- In i**intn ho a 
V\mt timer hone *it rifJi. ur uHtr oin ait-t ozidMnnied Z< 
bdrm suue in Umnipeq. in a hmldinq with pmjL J IUO.VL 

S * H I I M and S(|U.iuh Html Maumc thlm, 1208*134 South 
s i . WituniM i | . Mi*»t in t . 3W2 

EXCHANGE APIS.: MiuifpeJhcr. I m m r lor IMMI I :|U. 
Juti,, Auq plume 11 2-545-975d MI utile W I). SIMIHII, 

ACCOMMODATION WANTED 
WANTED TO KENT JULY-AUGUST, At cornmodntioii 
(or UBC Summer Session bv leachei. Have uvo welt 
itemed Uoijs and ilnee Uean house trained cats. Have 
t citable iMnsporlanou, <>II prefer our of Viuuouvcr U U M 

References supplied mi request Cuotat 1 bv uuik phone 
l392-t»2M) in write hi Jemi McKean t o Williams Lake 
Junior Secondary School. 610 Carson Drive, Williams 

FOR SALE 

V3K MVi. ' , l - , l h r V A w i u , i - M - ' « - » ' v . . l , # , u ; 

HOLIDAYS / TRAVEL 

ISRAEL TRIP OF A LIFETIME" Fabulous 15-day lour 
H> Israel for teat hers! Departing (rum Vancouver July 21 si, 
return* An<|. 1, 1980, Ihe alt inclusive price is $2550 
Canadian fund*. For this yuu get direct jet airfare lo Israel. 
1st class hotel*. 2 meals pet day, tour escort, limited lour 
membership, Israel Music Festival, nlftht club v\^Tiin«|. 
cruise un Sea oioalileo. kibbuustav. bust's and guides, alt 
Hps ctnd (axes. See Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Nazareth. 
Galilee, Tel Aviv, Haifa, Jerkhu, Dead Sea, Mesfrada iind 
much moii'. For information utile to or call: feathers 
Tours, Mercury Travel, 1153 Giover Ave., Coquillaiti, UC 
V3J 3E9. Phornr 936-6463 ui 892-3565, 
TEACHER'S TOUR TO ISRAEL A 15-day lour to Israel 
departtna July 21 from Vancouver, returning Auq h 4, AIl-
inelusive price of S2550 Can, funds. Includvs ditvirt flujliis 
t'} Israel, 1st class liuitdsa twu meals p*r day. Myln se^lnt) 
and fiwdfuri1 fvvs, Isravl M U M C Fe*.lival, cruise on Sea of 
Gdtih't', kibbut/ stay, busi^ and iguldi1*, alt tips and taxes. 
linitH'd tour nitMibfrslilp, Tor Inloi mat ion contact r 
Teacher's luuis, Merrury Travel, 1367 Winnipeg St.. 
Squaniish, B C , 936-ft4b3 or 892-3555. 
OUTDOOR EDUCATIONAL RECREATIONAL CEN
TRE, CAMP MIRIAM, GABRIOLA ISLAND 
Ifctrcariimal and convention facilities al on^ of li.C/fr 
most ntoderri can\ps. Facilitjvs include boaiintj, heated 
outdoor swiniminji pool, heated cabins, twenty minutes 
from Nanaimo by ferry. Enquiries Jona Lamj, C^nip 
Miriam, Gabrlola Island, 247*9215, Vancouver enquiries 
266-5366. 

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

FOR RENT—deluxe condominium on beach in Kthei, 
Maul. Pool, jaciiizi. tennK courts, Off-srawm rate^ S25 per 
couple, $5 each additional person (U.S. funds) Maui 
Condominium, 3101-30th Avenue, Vet mm, Phone 
542-219*; 

FOR RENT: Have a Hocky Mountain holiday in beautiful 
Invermere, B .C . this summer. Small three bedroom ItGAie 
overlooking Lake Windermere, Loveiy neighborhood. Two 
blocks to beach and shopping Phone 342<9532 or write 
Jim Marshall, Box 494, Invermere. UC VOA 1K0. 
HOLIDAY IN OKANAGAN New, furnished house to 
r*mi in August. Air-conditioned, clo^e to lake and gulf-
course- Quiet couple preferred. $300 the month. Write 
Box 1607, Oliver, BC VOH ITO. 

HONOLULU (WaikfkO; atiract(v,rly furnished one-
bedroom condo for rent: all amenities, ideal location, 
'-juiet, near supermarket, buses and tjolf course. Available 
April, May, June, October and November. Adults only 
$390 monthly (American funds). A / Legdon. 407-640 
Dallas Road, Victoria. B C V8V 1BG, Phone 381-9002. 
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SUMMFIf CABIN E O H HLN'I J*d\ und AiupiM \Ka-V\K 

r ni i fi0 ^;'niH li-^l^'.n av,tdali|i- A] I-M .ti u in i i i ( !" i . i i iMt 

t»u MI \\\i< h^f^i'K Al^nn \2 Mides mil MI |*r*m i hi-i 
i in* *T u* )ak-**» and * lei-k, Sueablf \"i HHIJIII' VVmr li-'v 
f»H3t I'nii' I ' f n i i , IJ(.. VOX I UO tw ilunn'i Nn* d,u. n-i* pi^.ni' 

;i3:u 

I'Ott KI.Nl ut i. hiUtutii k K M Ndv and Au^u^i 11*1 > - i -
rh J 1 lnhni l o n u ^ i n M l hi une in S*ti i lis t'tiik H+*JMV h< i:h 

t »^fdmvi. \ o 1-1 nth u. tit U Si | IU«JI H«i*od ( 1*35 Va]if IM } 
t. hilliuaik, »(,.. 

I O R R E N T ifulv Ai^jusf t.omph-Irk funosh#fd \ 
hrdr.xmj humr Neat I !M( d 'untoun 292'i W \\.t\\ 
Aie , Vtiiu'ouvei, 26'i-7'»;iS 

3 beef room home K lose tn tn-rif h I M i l ' ) ' • »I*tu nil r\w , 
Whtle Kink, l u : V4B 3B1. Rental 1500 Suhlei for Jnlv St* 
phuin-5;i]'K940. 

KUILIMA on Oahu's Nnrth Shut" 1 #*ed. condn. l i ' i n 
plete facihhes' »p»tlt leiinis# p-iiiL i't*. Smuuo i tatv^ 
52IKI tier tt.'-k or $61MI pt'i m» ah M 1 Uiiton, 13520 I*1A 
Avenue. M » r e V , Bt V4A It V Phone, 53!t-ti225. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
VOLUNTEERS WANTED Male m lennde teachers -is 
officers *n a Vancouver Na\ y Leajjiie Cadet Corps 
iequicilent lo tubs). 1 he Navy League Cadet Corps is a 
Vcuth orqarii/aficjii open to buys ami iprls (10-13 vis. old I 
in the qieater Vancouver area. I he purpose uf the 
H<l<wii/aMnn iv to piovide tfainin;t in leadership, team-

v."Mkk \ \\uvus\)tpv ^I'lf'dist iptine in a naulic.il environment. 
Iiaininq is i ondtu led in HMCS Discovery. Stanley Park 
every Saturday morning duriuq ihe vent #* ept for school 
holidays ami summer nionlhs. There are several positions 
open at the moment. 
Qitalilu atfiius desired — 

— previous military oi cadet experience desirable but not 
t ritical 

'—skills preferred btO not essential: adrninistriition, s<iiliuy, 
bĉ at pulling, sports, seamanship, outdoot training, hantl, 
first aid, ctimruuuU'atUiris, ftuul raising, etc and a Geneial 
destte to work with yuunu, people 'n a dilh / enI 
environment. 

Interested teachers please contact ^ack Monks al II. 
299-2383 eveninqs or B, 294-8351 days. 
Will EXCHANGE 35' 2br trailer and deck in Wasbmqion 
recreation park foi recent model moloiuume, and ulli 
RENT 4br fmni^hed Shmnihnessy Vanruuver home both 
from 10 July tu 16 Auq. 1980. Phfme Pralt t*>*. 736-5336 
or 663-3603. 

SUMMER SCHOOL ACCOMMODATION 
AVAILABLE JULY, AUGUST 3-4 bt-druom home and 
den, dishwasher, sundeck, magnificent view, close lu bus, 
shops, ptirks, 30 min*, U B C , SFU- Contact Barrit Street, 
1217 Cloverley St,, N. Vancouver, BC- 988-0107. 
FURNISHED 1 BEDROOM APT. WEST END W block 
from Oenman St., 2-4 blocks Irtirn English Bay. Stanley 
Park, and entrance Stanley Park. Walking distance (torn 
downtown, K M 5 min. lo U B C , Tor July and August. $310 
per month plus utilities* No smokers. Reference*- Apt. 
9O2-1720BarclaySt.. Van. V6G IK4. leL683-3709. 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE lam-rent for month of July 
or lor summer school period, in return (or tare of 2 tats. 1 
ot 2 adults. Mitchell, 2331 Mountain Highway, North 
Vancouver. 

OLDER HOUSE on one acre, five minutes by car from 
UVic, 4-5 persons, early July until late Auqust, call 
477-4290 alter 5:00 p.m., 478-1781 between 8:30-4:00. 
IL Splcer. 

SUBLET SEMESTER II-Feb. to June, or Any. 1981, 
Vi^w I bdrm- N. Van, n. end Lions Gate Bridge. Pool, 
i-auna, prkfj. Ph, 922-8294 eves., 987-9341 days, or 908-
2012 Fullerton, N.V. V7P3K3, 

APARTMENT FOR RENT (Richmond area) Larye, 
furniHhed, 2 bdrm, Vh bath., dishwasluT, fireplace; 
swimming pool t swirl and touna; 25 min. Iroin U B C ; No 
children. References required. Accommodates 4*5 adults. 
Available June 28 HJ Auq. 22. Kent: $850 or best oiler. 
Payment in advance in cash or certified cheque. Phone 
274-3588 after 6:00 p.m. 

CONDOMINIUM FOR SUMMER SCHOOL Two 
bedrooms, study. Bathroom plus two tuilws. Developed 
basemen*. Furnished. All facilities. $750 complete. 4752 
Fernylen Place, Burnaby V5G 3W1 * 433-2280 

ilUNL 2 ! Sepl 1 I ,,velv :* b*Mh oi>m >ind d'-n 2 
rooms sliao*|hn*'%sv Inane, ifi ruin lo \ \ \ uobm's 
V m drinkers ? IMl pel nnr A Inqles, 1170 W Kniq 
I da finf *\\ >• , Vam im\rf. B'_ Vnll i /o , Plnme 7IIS 6181 
lOI t i t l .N l luvtlv mie hedrtiotn <o r̂ir[inenf, on* h|oi k 
Ifum Sinnli v Paik. tuo him U*> horn Ln<|hsh Bay I *>t tin 
mmiihs of July i l su Auqust J ls i , Phase i all 669*45:>1 or 
urile P.- 304 975 K UtU n. Vain oilier V6fi 2K5. 
VOR RENT JULY and AUGUST sundl <me hednnnn 
npnrniienr >2I5 per month located at 14th and Oak, 
easv at cess to U B C . ttiilr: M, M< Phee. 312*1075 West 
I4lh, VtMu-iimei. » l Vfill 1P4 or pheme "733-8267. 
AVAILABLE JULY-AUGUST Co/y home in Kenisd.de 2 
hdrms , ,ten .in<f spate room, f ' j baths,, 10 ruins to 
i )IK': '-v blot k to htm. Adults only; non-smokers; no pvts 
K"fereiues required. S!i0(l pet month includes all i usts 
and nniiiH'Mntnci1, Car avatUible. C-oniact P Mniison, 
297K Wesi29ib Ave., Vancouver, BC V6L IVI. 266-7715. 
JULY-AUGUST deluxe ouediedroom rra>duiuinium near 
11 mversiiy cf V;j< hiria — fully (uriushed, dishwasher, pool, 
tennis, rarkini) 5325 per month. Write \). Bultres, 312-
1005 McKen/ieAve . Vu torki. BC V8X 1A9. 
FOR RP-NT Turn I-bdt. apt July (Auq . 25, Nurlit 
V'ati. — close (n shoppiuq, transp., SI li. Contact: F 
Uehhlih. 208 140 F, 14 St.. North Van. V7L 2N3, Te l 
985 7654. 

FOR RENT 4hr furnished home. July 6-Sepl. 1st. SI200 
irubuliiuj iodines. Noilh shore location, hainty ro citv. 
berit hes. mon mains. Cap. C olleqe, S( U. Keferem <'s 
please. Write J,ft. Rulleti, 1172 Cortell St., North Van* 
coiiver, B C V7P 2A4. Ph, 9H7*7bl9. 

JULY-AUGUST furnished, modern, 4-hedroom home 
near SI IJ. fenced bat k yard. $500 per month pins utilities. 
References required. N. Stroppa, H183 Westkike Sueer, 
Burnaby, BC V5A21I3. 420-6067, 

SHARED ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE leacher 
wllllnq to share 1 bedrm. apt. wilh s s, student —July & 
Au«- $180 per mu., close to U B C Nou-stnuker pref. J . Best 
30H.1075W. 14lh Ave,, Van. 732-9164 (aft, bp-m.) 
JULY and AUGUST completely furnished three to four 
bedroom home, water yJ/w, close to S F U , possible use of 
Cnr, rent neqotiable, Rel fences required. Days 939-9201, 
local 241; after 6 p.m. 46*-9177 or 521-7835. 
ONE BEDROOM SUITE available July/August for 
sublet, easy access to S F U and U B C . 7924 N t h Ave,, 
Burnaby. $165 a month, phone 522*1429 
VANCOUVER 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent for July 
and AuyusL Fifteen minutes from U B C . Damage deposit 
required. Six hundred per month. Phone 324-6943 
(evenimjs), 

AVAILABLE JULY a n d AUGUST Furnished, one bed
room apartment near 25th and Cambre, $300/morith, 
876-9474 or 731-3167 ot write: C , Korsch, c /o Royal Oak 
School. 6037 Marlborouqh, Burnaby, B C . 
AVAILABLE JULY Comfortable, pleasant, fully-
furnished 3br townlmuse in Lrtdner. Sauna, whirlpool, 
playground available. Good bicyclinq, boating, 10 min. lu 
wildllle rchtijc. 35 min. U B C , $420 phis utilities. 
References required. 946-2756 after 6. 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom apt., Coquitlam. 2 mins, to 
freeway, 15 mins. to SFU^-fututshed, quiet. Available 
hum July l-Auyttst 31 to relUbl* person/*. Non-smokers 
ineL — references required* $225 per month including 
utilities. Contact W. Hughes 106-325 Casey St., Coquit
lam. B C V3K 4X7. 

NEW LESSON AIDS 
Plecu© enclose* a cheque or mono/ ardor to the 
BCTF Lesson Aids Service, 2235 Burrard Street 
Vancouver, BCV6J3H9. 

LA1054 From Captivity to Choice: Native Women in 
Canadian Literature. 17 p A rsx w^ l Turn-/ohrn 
j*i, r.jrju t.-i: tiJ-ni 3t:ei',i*ur#,«. */h:'Ji ^x.y.r.iu^-, ir,^ in 

i;;!y fi^i A^f r̂ riwî i-;, a - :>U-y*r:\ *v='Tr^n l-'Vidv. 

LA 9553 Short Snappers for Elementary Science. Is 

.vjc'd.-Vj^T K ! « 

LA8207 Introduction lo Map Heading lor Grade 3. 
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DAN DEGIROLAMO 

©Just as a moving object toads to remain in 
motion, students will tend to concentrate on 
a task for a predictable span of time In both 
cases we can refer to this tendency as 
momentum. 

Once a climate of concentration hss been 
established, it is essential that the momen
tum of the class be sustained until the 
activity is completed or it is terminated at a 
predictable or natural time. Failure to sus
tain momentum is an invitation to mis
behavior. 

We all attempt to gear teaching to the 
attention spans of our students. Younger 
children may have an attention span of as 
little as 10 minutes while older ones may be 
able to concentrate for 40 to 45 minutes. 
The use of a natural break at the end of 
these activities is known as transitional 
timing, and it is during these points of 
transition that announcements, messages 
and other intrusions can be handled most 
effectively. 

Obviously some interruptions are una
voidable. Fire drills, bomb scares and PA 
announcements demand a break in 
momentum. However, observations of 
classrooms have shown that most interrup
tions can be postponed to a time of transi
tion — the natural or anticipated break in an 
activity. 

Teachers who are aware of transitional 
timing make a number of suggestions that 
might, help sustain momentum: 

_ - H 

'try to keep directions clear and com
plete, to avoid the need for questions and 
Clarification; 

•use-a clipboard or box for notes and 
messages, and address them all at the same 
time during a period of transition; 

•develop some non-verbal signals with 
which you can communicate to individual 
students without disturbing the class; 

i" i 

•encourage use of the PA system during 
predictable times, while an activity is in 
motion; 

•jot down reminders or information for 
later use. 

THE B.C. TEACHER, MAY-JUNE 19G0 

Our natural inclination is to blurt out 
information as soon as it comes to mind. 
How manv times could we all catch our-
selves calling out in the middle of an activity: 

"Oh. I forgot to tell you . . 
"Excuse me for a mo:nent . . ." 
"Could I interrupt you to record . . 
"By the way, how many of you have not 

yet returned your . . 
"Tom, get back to work." 
"Please give me your attention for a 

moment." 
"lam sorry to bother you again, but. . 
Wliile many breaks in momentum are out 

of the control of the classroom teacher, the 

NEW FROM 
THE GUIDANCE CENTRE 

WEIGHT CONTROL 
A Guide for Teenagers 

Jane Hope. Elizabeth Bright-See 
A practical & authoritative guide for 
teenagers with weight problems, that 
stresses improved eating habits and a 
new self-image. Helpful worksheets let 
teens set up individual programmes 
tailored to their needs. 
Books: $2.50, $2.25 for 10 or more. 
Worksheets: 90C, 8K for 10 or more. 

SEXUAL ASSAULT 
in Canada 

Ruth M. Bray 
A sensitive and informative took at 
sexual assault with its myths and fears. 
The book stresses an objective view
point, both in reading the text/and in 
follow-up discussions. Excellent for 
the maturing" teenager. 
Books: $3.25, $2.95 for 10 or more. 
There isa $1.00handlingchargeforordersoNcss 
than 515.00 and such orders must bo accom
panied by remittance. 

THE GUIDANCE CENTRE 
Faculty of Education 
University of Toronto 

1000 Yonge Street 
Toronto, Ontario 

M4W 2K8 

suggestion here is to work consciously to 
minimize (he number of breaks and to 
develop an awareness of transitional timing. 

All we have to remember is that as 
concentraiion is sustained, the chance of a 
problem's arising is decreased. As soon as a 
distraction occurs, someone is likely to start 
acting up — a discipline problem! There
fore, any teacher concerned with effective 
classroom management must concentrate 
on developing strategies for guiding and 
maintaining student momentum.O 

i 

Dan DeGlrolamo is a Project TEACH associate, and 
teaches at Coldstream Elementary School In Vernon. 

GOING TO HAWAII? 
Enjoy the low rates and gracious living 
in the heart of Waikiki Beach at 2465 
Kuhio at Waikiki. Minutes away from 
Waikiki's world famous attractions 
Kuhio Beach, The International Market 
Place, Kings Alley, Hyatt Regency 
Hemmeter Centre, Zoo, Golf, Shops, 
Markets. Theatres and Nightspots. 

BRIGHT, C L E A N S T U D I O S T O 
T H R E E B E D R O O M S 

F R O M O N L Y $ 2 5 U.S. A D A Y 

ALL UNITS INCLUDE:— 
• Kitchen Facilities 
• Color LV. (/ 
» Afr Conditioning 
• Lanai 
• Security 
• Sauna 
• Telephone 
• Exercise Room 
• Laundry Facilitie 

EVERYTHING SUPPLIED — ALL YOU 
NEED TO BRING IS YOURSELF — 

•3 

For information, pictures and 
-J 

reservations contact owner 
Mrs. Marion Munn 

3042 East 59th Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V5S 2B3 

Telephone: (604)438-0438 
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CANADIANA 

Myers . Gustav History oj Canadian 
Wealth Toronto, Lorimer, 1975. 337 pp. 
paper , $4.95. 0-88802-01 Ml c lo th . 
$ 10.0U. 0-88862-017-9. (First published in 
1914.) 

As Stanley Ryerson states in his introduction to 
the 1975 edition, this book gives "the exciting 
experience of having dull Canadian history come 
alive It cams? alive because it became under
standable." 

Starting with the early French missionaries and 
seigneurs, following tho rise of the Hudson's Bay 
Company to Us position of dominance in Cana
dian economic and political development, and 
on through the era of the railroads when A. T 
Gait stated. "Railroads are my business " Myers 
presents a thoroughly researched and 
documented narrative of the growth of financial 
institutions in Canada. 

In his 1914 introduction Myers wrote: "Since 
the control of so vast an aggregation of wealth is 
centered in so few hands, the questions of 
whence came these overawingly great private 
fortunes, and of the evolution of this centralized 
wealth, become of paramount importance. What 
was the origin of much of these mighty masses of 
capital? What were their particular sources? By 
what means was this immense wealth extracted, 
by what means possessed?" 

Gustave Myers sought ihe answers to these 
questions and has written a book essential to an\, 
person wanting to understand Canadian history 
and economic development. Myers* degree of 
research and documentation provides an out
standing example for current historians. It is, ! 
believe, the most significant book in Canadian 
history I have ever read. It should be a reference 
on every course in our schools for seniors 
—Frank Snowsell 

CANADIAN EDUCATION 
± 

Bancroft, George W. They came from ct-
broad: the immigrant as a teacher in On
tario: Toronto, Guidance Centre, Faculty of 
Education, University of Toronto, 1979. 
114 pp., paper, $5.95. 0-7713-0067-0. 

Immigrant teachers have accents! Perhaps that 
does not realty astound you, and to be honest, it 
is not the major conclusion of this research 
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prt >)i_t;t on the immigrant as a teacher Immigrant 
teachers, those foreign lv.>m bum non-Canadian 
parents, ate definitely net a new phono..tenen on 
the Canadian educational scene It was therefore 
probably iusr a mailer ol time befote someone 
exploded a fuw myths and investigated this 
nefarious giuup. 

Besides that identifying accept, are there other 
characteristics that single this group out for praise 
or condemnation? Do they, fur instance, receive 
a better basic education in their home country? 
Docs their cultural heritage translate into some
thing positive in the classroom? Do they identify 
easily with the outlook of young Canadians? Do 
they offer something special; do they hi.*!p to 
create another pattern in the Canadian mosaic? 
Do ihey adapt well tc'Canadian life? 

Professor George Bancroft spent several years 
on a study involving '562 immigrant teachers in 
Ontario, and his 52 item questionnaire throws an 
inleiestiogly dim light on the situation. For after 
all is said and done, all answers perused and 
evaluated, people, being individuals, differ, but 
take enough of them and you still get a common 
denominator. So,"to remove your throbbing 
suspense, yes, some do get a good education in 
.their home country, there's not much evidence of 
a cultural influence; some identify well'with 
Canadian youth' and, wouldn't you know, 
women adapt more easily 

U the topic interests you. be all means read 
Professor Bancroft's lucid study. And afterward 
you nifty agree with the opinion of the evaluating 
principals ihat there really is not too much ground 
for worrying or for exuberantly shouting Vive fa 
difference." Which is probably the way we all 
want it, Now where do I drop my Dutch accent? 
-—Jan van der Have 

Stevenson, Hugh A. Precepts, policy* and 
process: perspectives on contemporary 
Canadian education, edited by Hugh A. 
Stevenson and Donald J. Wilson. London,; 
Alexander, Blake Associates, 1977. 354 pp. 
$8.95. Available from Alexander,•-"Blake" 
Associates. 421 Central Ave., London, Ont. 
N6B2E4. 

Set on the time stage that followed the publica
tion of the OECD report, Canada, the triumph at 
the polls of the Parti Quebecois. and the intro
duction into the B.C. Legislature o r e bill to 
provide financial assistance t o : independent ' 
schools, 20 anglophone educators — a majority 
from the University of Western Ontario and UBC 

in 18 essay?, analyze the major issues in 
Canadian education. 

Tomkins introduces Tmciitiori and Transition, 
and historically supports,, the contention of the 
OECD report that Canada has lacked national 
goals in education. The debates between pro
gressives and traditionalists hav: focussed. he 
maintains, on means, not etuis, N C K I , J . Donald 
Wilson examines the question. "Fur Canadians, 
is education to be seen pnrnarilv in terms oi its 
cultural or its economic benefit*?" This conun

d r u m permeates many subsequent articles. 
Five essays on Cultural Imperatives advance 

the reader irom exploring federal perspectives on 
education to the challenue that Canadians must, 
henceforth, examine their education in global 
terms. 

Four contributions thai focus on Teaching 
constitute the third Wction. Six essays organized 
around the theme, Curriculum, comprise the 
fourth section. Milburn predicts th.)! fuiure cur- . 
riculurn developments portend a dc-emphasis on 
a technical approach in favor of a more reflec'.c'e 
conception that will be sensitive to conflicting 

-principles and demands. 
Gaskell explores me pervasive influence of 

• ethnicity, sex and class on promoting stereotyp-
ing and discrimination in both tha hidden and the 
official curriculum. Lazeron and Dunn insist that 
vocational education has re-emerged as a force 

- *o curb the reforms of creativity and play piomi-^ 
nent during the 1960s. They add. 'These reforms 
foster notions oj choice end freedom that are 
inappropriate within th« occupational structure." 

' Laseron and Dunn contend that,the renewed 
focus on vocationalism offers Canadians a false 
panacea to overcome the currenf unemployment 
problem* 

In (.;a" final cKaptc.r, Educational Fttturpv, 
Stevenson asks why students are not taught more -v 
about the future "if education is a future-directed 
activity?" He confidently predicts that Canadian ,. 
society and its education system will bear little-. - -
reseriiblarr.e to current models by the end of the 
century. And he adds, that will be "good." 

Despite this unproved assertion of optimism/' 
, 'his volume is an Important and concise introduc
t ion to an examination of current Canadian 
educational issues. Thus, teachers shol'ld web 
come this publication, ?- ; . ,7- 'c; 

.Somer:Serious danger signals abound.yfpr 
example, Jaenen- in a";" chapter,-„pn Muliic'ul-

Ture/ism, assumes.incorrectly — and v te'den-
..Tally,-in "contradiction' of "Gaskell — iha^tbo 
• curriculum now introduces Canadians to Their 
entire cultural heritage; Collins, in his essay o n ; 
Canadian Studies, displays a lack bi sensitivity tc 
the goals. - programs and achievements of the 
Canada Studies Foundation. J . 
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P E R S O N A L S H O P P I N G 
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stay home 
and go to university 

You can register at any time of the year to continue 
your university education. The University of British 
Columbia offers Guided Independent Study Course-
es in a wide range of subject areas. Choose from 
the 45 credit courses in Arts and Education or the 
new non-credit Learning Skill Programs. 

For information, registration and a complete list of 
courses, clip and return this coupon to; 

Guided Independent Study 
The University of British Columbia, 
Centre for Continuing Education 

5997 lona Drive 
The University of British Columbia Campus 

Vancouver, B.C. VbT 2A4 

Citv 

Phom* Djy 

I am particuarly interested in: 
• Degree-credit Courses • Learning Skills Program 

Despite this, the book demands attention. Let 
the case rest on two further submissions. Wilson 
cites statistics to illustrate the "transformation of 
the high school from a screening institution to a 
holding basin." Teachers who have been lashed 
.by the scorn of tertiary instructors will identify 
with Wilson's assessment that these instructors 
welcomed "the personal rewards of a mass 
system . . .' but not the concomitant respon
sibilities." Magnuson, in Education in Quebec, 
recounts the efforts of a threatened francophone 
group to preserve their language rights while still 
safeguarding the rights of the anglophone minor
ity. Do we — an anglophone majority in the far 
west — always acknowledge this? 
—John Church 

COMMUNICATION 

Simon, Anita. You've got to reach 'era to 
teach 'em. Anita Simon and Claudia 
Byram. Dallas, T A Press, 1977. 132, pp. 
spiral, $9.95. ( T A Press Inc. 45 19 W 
Lovers Lane. Dallas, Texas, U.S.A. 75209.) 

"Reaching'em will be easy if you can Identify 
your students primary styles of communicating. 
Reaching'em will be easier still if you are aware of 
your own styles of communicating." 

Briefly, that is the premise behitulthis book, 
which proceeds from a definition of four styles In 
which everyone operates — Intultor, thinker, 

feeler, and sensor — and moves through a series 
of short descriptions, exercises, and examples 
designed to sensitize teachers to the styles of 
others. In the process, it encourages them to 
develop a number of ways to reduce gaps in 
communication.. 

Authors Simon and Byram have successfully 
translated a model of communicating styles 
based on the theory of Carl Jung Into a resource 
book with implications beyond the elementary 
school at which it is directed. Chapters about 
specific types of student communication styles 
comprise the centre of the book. These are 
placed (n context by appearing only after a 
do-it-yourself section for the teacher, and before 
•\ partial explanation of ways In which parents can 
' help out. The child is encouraged to participate in 
the activities designed to enhance communica
tions. Although some activities are geared toward 
expanding the child's ' short suits," involvement 
is usually in specific types of assignments in 
academic areas. Rewards and other motivational 
techniques supplied for children — with teacher 
hints for times of difficulty — are complemented 
by pages of ideas "to do" and "to think about." 

The format of "Reach 'em" is guaranteed to 
please the busy reader who wants to concentrate 
on only one or two new ideas. Oncii the four 
basic concepts are understood by the reader (and 
anyone who feels uncomfortable with terms like : 
"sensor" or "intultor" should simply substitute 

. other ncmes. numbers or letters for these de
scriptions), he or she can sit back and absorb the 
remaining Information quickly. The layout en
courages the reading of only relevant pages. 

For example, information on "the thinker" is 

presented in the samp pattern whether it applies 
to the thinker style, ir, general, the thinker teacher 
or the thinker student, or sections on rewarding, 
motivating, or evaluating thinker styles. Large 
geometric designs and devices such as "happy 
faces" identify similar sections of the book and 
are repeated frequently. To vary the reading 
pace, the style of the text varies from prose to 
note form. To focus attention on the practical 
information, theoretical sections are succinct. 
Interspersing them throughout the book al
leviates a need to wade through what ironically 
are so often the drier sections of books on 
communication. In short, this book models what 
it sets out to encourage — clear communication. 

"Reach 'em" should not be interpreted as a 
cookbook of solutions for all communication 
problems.Tt does not attempt to help teachers 
with such mechanics-, as delivery style, gestures, 
pace, pitch and articulation. It does not concern 
itself with the dynamics of small group discus
sions. Nor does it provide scripts: for Its users, as 
do some books on interpersonal communica
tions. 

These omissions should not be interpreted as 
deficiencies, for the book succeeds by being 
limited to an explanation of a few different styles 
of communication. Readers who want to explore 
a greater range of dimensions o( "reaching 'em" 
— and become more fully involved with others as 
they work through simulations on communica
tions skills — should consider enrolling in Project 
Teach. But those who are unable to commit 
themselves to such a course will enjoy reading 
these simple lessons in effective communication. -
—Bob Strain 
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T H E F U T U R E 

Godfrey. David. Gutenberg Tiro, edited by 
David Godfrey and Douglas. Parkhill. To
ronto, Press Porcepic, 1979. 231 pp. hard, 
$14.95. 0-88878-171-7. 

Four Canadian authors — David Godfrey, 
writer, University of Victoria. Alphonse Ouimet, 
iormer CBC President, and John Madder, and 
Douglas Parkhill, federal public servants — in 
seven chapters, plus an extensive glossary, focus 
on three great complexities — the increasingly 
rapid technological revolution that provide in
stantaneous informational deliveries, the impact 
of these technological advances on society, and 
the conundrum, the psychological barriers ex
ponentially emerging technologies crea'.e, espe
cially among those aged 15 or older. Excuse, 
please, but a volume that concentrates on what is 
quantifiable evokes the kind of response en
wrapped in the introductory sentence. 

In fairness, many aspects of the psychological 
barriers are described. Madden presents a year 
2005 scenario. Computers have assumed many 
attributes we now believe are only human. 
Ouimet deplores the possible — nay. the proba
ble — final erosion of Canadian political 
sovereignty because of multinational control of 
telecommunications and because of the unwil
lingness of many Canadians to accept the warn
ings of the Aird (1932), the Massey (1951) and 
the Fowler (1957) commissions that in Canada 
communications must be for public survival, not 
for profits for private industry. 

The message is stark. General Motors may be 
good — to use the current jargon — for the 
United States. Canada's survival requires a dif
ferent panacea. Godfrey, in his introduction, 
challengingly asks why adults "hold back" when 
the impact of the new technologies is "two-way, 
non-passive, bi-directional partlcipational in
teraction." An editorial aside might be, have we 
been mesmerized for too long by TV viewing? 

In "Survival of the Fastest," Godfrey predicts 
the early demise of newspapers, directories, and 
hardbacks such as academic books. Conversely, 
he suggests a continued, but partially changed, • 
role for paperbacks and magazines. Gutenberg 
Tuio is thus selective as a post-literary age. 

The same Godfrey challenges teachers directly 
in a chapter entitled "No Mom Teacher's Dirty 
Looks." For ages, according to Godfrey, educa
tion, a high labor intensity enterprise, has existed 
without serious competition. Now, mechaniza
tion of education will close universities as early as 
1990, secondary schools by 1993, and "prim
ary" schools by 2010. as students spend time 
studying at home and in small groups. Never 
apparently conscious of the need to qualify or to 
safeguard, Godfrey predicts that "teachers will 
understand at last what drove the Luddites, and 
some of them will teach themselves how to 
destroy cable-lines," and "there will be no grea
ter cries of protest than those that come in the 
next few decades from manual laborers of the 
educational field." 

Note how Godfrey generalizes/simplifies: 
"During the seventies, the teaching of English In 
the secondary schools began at last to stress the 
creative and the personal rather than the strict 
rules of composition. This was quite a break
through, provided that the teachers were excel
lent and had the necessary time to devote to this 
quite difficult task." Admitting that time may play 
cruel travesties on memory. I still believe that my 
own teachers of English in the long ago early 
forties tried both goals. 

Apparently, Godfrey has Isolated himself from . 

much anient ferment anion!) i'i L". teacher-. 
Mo.-t B.C. teachers, ivan! whf.t liodfiey .itlvv 
cites -— "individualized learning shoulJ consist 
of individually established ycals as well as indi
vidual learning speed, rout'ny .ind approach " 
Godfrey conveniently foi gets many obstacles — 
limited budgets, large si/,i> classes, incredibly 
heavy teaching loads, a Ministry of Education 
infatuated with its nine-year cycle of mass pro
duced packaged curricula to be mass im
plemented and then mass assessed. 

Godfrey ignores those who have developed 
local courses on computers. He avoids the fact 
that there have been bioad ranging discussions 
concerning the establishment of a PSA on com
puters. He fails to mention goal 6 of the BCTF 
goals in professional development. This goal 
focuses on education and the opportunities and 
responsibilities for teachevs — as currlcular, in
formational and technological developers be
yond the confines of the public school system. 

Godfrey does predict that "terror will becom 
the mother of adaptation . . . and creative 
teachers will haw tasks and opportunities that 
they have previously never even considered 
possible." This could be true. Unfortunately, 
Godfrey does not acknowledge what some 
teachers are already planning. Now other 
teachers should study this volume to assess for 
themselves its strengths and its weaknesses and 
then to use what may be a brief lead time to 
convert Godfrey's terror into their own imagina
tions, commitments, cares and concerns. Would 
not the foregoing list constitute a superior and 
positive source as the mother of adaptation? 
—John Church 

DYSLEXIA 

Vellutino, Frank, Dyslexia, theory and re
search. Cambridge, MIT Press, 1979. 427 
pp. cloth, $21.00. 0-262-22021-0. k 

Dyslexia, a crushing and frightening wdfei 
within today's education jargon, threatens bub, u 
the teacher and the student. It is the teacher's 
responsibility to diagnosr- reading problevisj'1. 
however, how many,'v:hildren have passed v. 
through classrooms of teachers who knew no- S 
thing about dyslexia! 

Frank Vellutino's book is a response to the 
need for both Information and research in the 
area of reading disabilities. Vellutino, a former 
consultant to the National Institute of Health and 
the U.S. Office of Education, presents an ac
cumulation of his research findings and a discus
sion of other relevant findings in the field. 

The book is divided into four major sections. 
The first section Is an introduction to the topic. 
Vellutino statss that he "became Intrigued by 
accounts in Ihe media of children with reading 
problems who supposedly perceive and write 
letters and words as their mirror images." This 
disorder, dyslexia, was believed lo be the result of 
neurological dysfunction affecting the perception 
of linguistic symbols. Vellutino also noted that a 
number of notable people had suffered from 
dyslexia in early childhood—for example, Albert 
Einstein, Nelson Rockefeller, and Lee Harvey 
Oswald. 

The second section of the book is concerned 
with a definition of dyslexia for research pur
poses. It includes a discussion of the 
methodological problems attendant upon the 
selection of a research population. The conclu
sion of the second part is a review of the literature 
over the past 85 years. Vellutino feels that the 

literature points to four deficiencies thai allow a 
child lu be termed dyslexic, (1) visual perception 
and visual memory. (2) intersensory integration; 
(.''.) serial order lecall, and (4) verbal processing. 

The third section of the book constitutes the 
main body of the text and presents a detailed 
review and critique of laboratory studies that 
have attempted to validate the most prominent 
arid influential theories. Taking each of the four 
deficiencies in turn, Vellutino attempts to validate 
the previous finding in a laboratory setting. Wilh 
regard to visual perception and visual memory, 
he concludes, "There is considerable support for 
the possibility that poor readers have difficulty in 
translating information into a verbal code . . . 

He states that intersensory integration, which 
associates the reading disorder with difficulties in 
Integrating information from sensory systems, 
must be seriously questioned. He also suggests 
that the problem may not be related to intersen
sory integration at all. but may be a function of 
serial order recall. 

Vellutino says that, historically, serial order 
recall may be a basic cause of reading disability. 
Indicators of a serialization disorder are highly 
usable within educational circles. Students with 
serialization disorders usually have phoneme 
reversals in articulate speech (saying ephelant for 
elephant), sequence errors In oral and written 
spelling, difficulty in a variety of activities en
countered in school learning (such as reciting the 
alphabet or ordering the days of the week), and 
difficulty in more formal measures of sequencing 
ability, which often involve memory for words, 
sentences, digits, objects and designs presented 
orally ov visually. 

However, he concludes that failure in the 
performance of spiral orde; recall tasks does not 
nec.M jarily indicate that a child Is dsylexic. In fact, 
failure to perform the task may be the result of a 
breakdown in two different congnitJve processes 
or multiple codes. That is, poor readers are 
impaired in one or more psychological systems 
that may be involved in processing both item and 
order information. 

The last deficiency Vellutino discusses is verbal 
processing ability. A child who has difficulty: (1) 
in accessing and relating the semantic or meaning 

.' •; components of physical stimuli (objects, events, 
y'ond symbols) to their ound counterparts; (2) in 
7' explicating the phonetic structure of speech; and 
' ( 3 ) In developing a functional command of the 

diverse syntactic usages required for the recogni
tion and production of both spoken and printed 
words, will have difficulty in integrating these 
complex components of language and will 
therefore lack skill in their application. It is this 
deficiency which limits a child's fluency in read
ing. Vellutino conclude.* that all poor readers may 
be characterized by significant deficits in verbal 
ability. 

The fourth section of the book is a general 
summary and integration of the points made. 
Vellutino makes several suggestions for future 
research and outlines general guidelines for re
medial instruction. The reader is advised to 
consider reading this section of the book first, 
since it serves as an overview of the topics 
considered. 

Dyslexia: Theory and Research is not bedtime 
reading. Vellutino's writing style is that of a highly 
educated researcher who is attempting to explain 
the topic to a knowledgeable public. The book 
is In keeping with the high standard of research 
works published by the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. The work Is clearly aimed at those 
conducting both basic and applied research in the 
study of the reading process and children's 
reading problems. 

However, for the classroom teacher and 
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school administrator, tt olfets an overview u ( the 
problem in an evidently arranged manner. The 
book contains a detailed subject index and a 
35-page bibliography A informative table of 
contents increases accessibility. 

Tor those who have time and patience. I 
strongly recommend this title. Aflei reading the 
book. I feel I can diagnose more effectively in the 
classroom. Moreover, Vellutino has left me with a 
feeling that dyslexia is not something lo be 
feared. It must be understood, diagnosed, and 
challenged in the classroom. 
— Ian Ferguson 

BOOKS RECEIVED 

From time to time selected lists of books 
received will be compiled, in addition to the 
books reviewed. The books may be re
quested for review by anyone interested. 
Here are some of the books that have been 
received since the March-April issue of this 
magazine was published. 

Agenda Vol. 2 No. 4 Autumn 1979 Ottawa 
Science Council of Canada. 16 pp. paper, no 
price. ISBN 0706-2613. Science Council of 
Canada, 100 Metcalfe St., 17th floor, Ottawa, 
Ontario K1P5M1. Articles on genetic counsel
ling, the coming energy crunch, and university 
research In jeopardy. Articles may be repro
duced. 
Andrew, J. V. Backdoor bilingualism: Davis's 
sell-out of Ontario and its national consequences. 
Richmond Hill, BMG Publishing. 1979. 198 pp. 
paper, $3.95. 0-920254-08-X. BMG Publishing 
Ltd., 60 A Industrial Road. Richmond Hill, 
Ontario L4C 2Y1. A decidedly biased "docu
menting" of the increased emphasis on French 
language. Ends with a plea for a general strike to 
halt the process. Sequel to Bilingual today, 
French tomorrow. 

Bedal, Carl I_ What can 1 do this summer? (1980 
ed.) Toronto, Guidance Centre, Faculty of Edu
cation, University of Toronto, 1980. 89 pp. 
paper, no price. 0-7713-0085-9. Suggestions 
for paid employment, volunteer work, travel, and 
personal insights. 

Botting Gary. Freckled blue and other poems. 
Red Deer, Red Deer College Press, 1979. 68 pp. 
paper, $4.99. hard $8.99. 45 short poems, 
chiefly of concrete images and sensory experi
ences. 

Bray, Ruth M. Sexual assault in Canada. To
ronto, Guidance Centre, Faculty of Education, 
University of Toronto, 1980. 58 pp. paper, no 
price.. 0-7713-0091-3. (Social Problems In 
Canada Series No. 9) Factual treatment of recent 
knowledge about the history, treatment, law, and 
attitudes of rape. Includes guidelines for 
educators, and a bibliography. 

Ferry, Wlnnifred. Cultiuators and traders of the 
eastern woodlands. Aglncourt, G.L.C., 1980. 32 
pp. paper, $3.50. 0-88874-1405. (Canadian 
vanishing communities). 

Ferry, Winnifrcd. Fishermen and traders of the 
North Pacific Coast. Aglncourt. G.L.C., 1980. 32 
pp. paper, $3.50. 0-88874-1391. (Canadian 
vanishing communities). 

I-Vriy, Winnificd Hunters ami gothcters of I'le 
central antic Anincourt. G.L.C., 1980. 34 pp. 
paper. $3 50. 0-88874 1383 (Canadian van 
ishing communities) 

Ferry. Winnifred I lunturs and yulhereis i>j the 
western plains. Agincourt. G.1...C. 1980. 34 pp. 
paper, $3.50. 0-88874-1375 (Canadian van 
ishing communities). For classroom use in Grade 
4 or 5. Well illustrated with photographs, draw
ings, charts and maps. The student learns 
through picture study and a variety of other 
activities. 

Hecquet, Marie-Claude. A guide lo film and 
television courses in Canada 1078-79 compiled 
by Marie-Claude Hecquet and David McNicoll. 
Ottawa, Canadian Film Institute, 1978. 167 pp. 
paper, $6.95 + $1.30 postage. 0-919096-17-4. 
Canadian Film Institute, 75 Albert St. Suite 1105. 
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5E7. Courses listed by 
province, and educational institution. Suggested 
for use by guidance counsellors. 

Ingram, David. Guide to income tax In Canada. 
(7th ed.) North Vancouver, Hancock House, 
1980. 154 pp. paper, $9.95. Line byline through 
the 1979 income tax return with money saving 
suggestions at each line. New section on refund
able child tax credit. 

Milepost (32nd ed.) Edmonds, Wa. Alaska North 
Publishing Co., 1980. 500 pp. paper, $9.50. 
0-88240-137-8. Alaska Northwest Publishing 
Co., 130 Second Avenue South, Edmonds, Wa. 
U.S.A. 98020. A!i-the-north travel guide to 
Alaska, Yukon, British Columbia, Northwest Ter
ritories and Alberta. Facts on highways, ferries, 
towns, parks, scenic attractions, rocks, wildflow-
ers,- etc. etc. 

Page, G. Terry. International dictionary of educa
tion by G. Terry Page and J. B. Thomas with A. R. 
Marshall. Cambridge, MIT Press, 1980. 381 pp. 
paper, $9.95. 0-262-66045-1. Just what it says, a 
dictionary of the language of education, induding 
a number of educational associates and organi
zations. 

Planning a book exhibit. Toronto, Canadian 
Book Publishers' Council, 1980. 6 pp. paper, 
free. Guide and questionnaire to alert associa
tions to the exhibit program of the Canadian 
Book Publishers' Council and the Canadian 
Association of Publishers' Educational Rep
resentatives. 

University research in jeopardy: the threat of 
declining enrolment. Ottawa, Science Council of 
Canada, 1979. 61 pp. paper, $2.95. 0-060-
10475-X. Science Council of Canada, .100 Met
calfe Street, 17th Floor, Ottawa, in decreased 

-research grants, non-hiring of qualified young 
faculty, and decline in the quality of research and 
'eaching. 

CHILDREN'S BOOKS RECEIVED 

Brand, Dionne. Earth magic, Illustrated by Roy 
Crosse. Toronto. Kids Can, 1979. 61 pp. paper, 
$2.95 0-919964-25-7. S..ort poems and 
scratchy, black-and-white drawings by two 
Trinidadlans, of river and market and day and 
rain and a few people, too. 

Downie, Mary Alice. The King's Loon. Toronto, 
Kids Can. 1979. 46 pp. paper, 0-919964-24-9 

(Kids Canada series). A might-have-been story of 
a hoy who caught a loon while he accompanied 
Frontenac's expedition to build Fort Frontenac 
Back-to-f/oiil English and l-'iench. 

Freeman, Bill. Ccdiie und the North End Kids. 
Toiontc. Lorimer, 1978. 64 pp. paper. $2.50. 
0 -88862-177-9. boards. $6.95. 0-88862-187-6. 
(Where we live series). 

Jiles, Paulette. The golden hawks. Toronto. 
Lorimer, 1978. 72 pp. paper, $2.50. 0-88862-
173- 6. boards, $6.95. 0-88862-182-5. (Where 
we live series). 

Rcpo, Satu. Marco and Michala. Toronto, 
Lorimer. 1978. 64 pp. paper, $2,50. 0-88862-
172-8. boards, $6.95. 0-88862-171-7. Where 
we live series). 

Dickson. Barry. About Nellie and me. Two stories 
by Barry Dickson and Seonida. Toronto, 
Lorimer, 1978. 56 pp, paper, $2.50. 0-88862-
174- 4. boards, $6.95 0-888620183-3. (Where 
we live series). A Grade 4 reading series for Inner 
city children (in Ontario) to Identify with. In
tended to provoke values discussions. 

Mowat, Farley. The dog who wouldn't be, illus
trated by Paul Galdone. Toronto, Seal Books 
(McClelland and Stewart-Bantam) 1980. 195 pp. 
paper, $1.95. 0-7704-1578-4. Re-issue of an old 
favorite. 

Nicholson, Janice. Little Elf wanted to help. 
Winnipeg, Peguis, 1978. 20 pp. hard, $7.50. 
0-919566-66-9. Saccharine pseudo-Christmas 
story. Like Little Elf, this author tries too hard. 

O'Kelly, Barbara. "All aboard!' written and 
photographed by Barbara O'Kelly and Beverly 
Allinson. Toronto, Greey de Pender, 1979. 95 
pp. paper, $6.95. 0-919-872-44-1. hard, 
$12.95,0-919-872-43-3. Photo-story of 10 year 
old Kate's train trip across Canada, punctuated 
by some sightseeing and visits. 

Ross, Judy. Zoo Books. Series 1 and 2. Toronto. 
Heath, 1978-9. 16pp. paper, $1.35orakito(4 
copies of 4 titles, $24.95. Series 1: Brum, the 
Siberian tiger 0-669-00822-2. Snowflake, the 
polar bear 0-669-00820-6. Tequila, the African 
elephant 0-669-00821-4. Lobo, the timber wolf 
0-669-00823-0. Series 2: Mlas, the orangutan 
0-669-00846-X. Falstaff, the hippopotamus 
0-669-00848-6. Khan, the camel 0-669-
00847-8. Dassen. the penguin 0-669-00845-1. 
Pertinent facts about 8 creatures, in and out of the 
zoo, including some story and myth. Perfect for 
primary "research". 

Schaffer, Marlon. / love my plant! Toronto, Kids 
Can, 1979. 32 pp. paper, $2.95. 0-91996423-0. 
Bilingual picture book In black and white and 
green. The title tells all. 

Stren, Patti. There's a rainbow in my closet. New 
York, Harper and Row, 1979. 136 pp. hard. 
$9.90. 0-06-026082-3. When a little girl and her 
grandmother share a love of painting (and fish
ing) the result is a warm, funny, if slightly kooky 
story. 

Wolk, Darlene. Mrs. Poppy's great Ideal Toronto, 
Kids Can, 1979. 44 pp. paper, $2.25. 0-
91996422-2. Idealistic non-story about a retired 
lady who found a way to turn a vacant city lot into 
a community garden, troubled by nothing wtrse 
than squirrels! 
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Good handwriting begins with practice 
and a lot of encouragement. Sheaffer knows 

this. We've been in the handwriting 
business a long time. That's why we've 

put together a handy writing booklet called 
the Sheaffer "Guide to Improved Writing". 

It's filled with writing tips and 
exercises that your students will find fun 

to work with. Encourage them to strive 
for good penmanship. 

If you would like to receive a free 
copy of the Sheaffer "Guide*', fill out and 

mail this coupon today. 
The "Guide to Improved Writing" 

is packaged with all popular priced, 
quality Sheaffer ballpoint and cartridge 
type pens. Available now at leading 

retailers. It's an aid that every student 
should have. 

Yes, I would like a free copy of 
Sheaffer's "Guide to Improved Writing". 

Name 

School. 

Home Address 

Province 

Postal Code 

Sheaffer Eaton Division of Textron 
Canada Ltd., 
P.O. Box 125 
God^rich, Ontario 
N7A321 
Attn: Marketing Department. 
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©This is ihe age of disclosure; so I'll step out 
of the closet and admit it right off: I come 
from a family of non-swimmers. 

It's not just that we can't swim — which 
we can't — but if we couid, we wouldn't. 

1 can't say whether the flaw lies in our 
environment or in our psychology or in a 
suspicion that what swimmers swim in is not 
so much water as a soup of chemicals and 
human offscourings, spiced with promises 
of otorrhea, conjunctivitis, and quinsy. 

But anyway, I've never experienced any 
personal guilt about it. A certain shyness, 
maybe, but no actual guilt 

Then one day I met a glamorous girl from 
Western Australia. In the course of her 
travels this girl had been exposed to a gamut 
of idiosyncracy ranging from anorexia ner
vosa, through kleptomania and lycan-
thropy, even as far as the folly of being an 
officer of the BCTF and expecting thanks 
from the membership. 

She had coped with them all, but she 
simply could not credit her ears, when, • 
among sweet nothings, I let it drop that I was 
a non-swimmer. From her conversation I 
got the strong impression that when a \ 
pregnant woman nears her teim way down 
there in Perth, a tug tows her a kilometre out 
to sea for the actual delivery. If-the baby 
swims back to shore, then the mother 
suckles it. If not, the sharks are Vvelcome to 
the poor little misfit 

Of course, she tried the trick of attempting _ 
to shame me into learning; she pointed out 
courses available at the local Rec Centre 
even for tiny tots, courses with engaging 
names like Tadpoles, Guppies, and Ambi
tious Sardines — but I was far beyond the 
reach of all that It wasn't until, without my 
consent, she enrolled me in an adult course, 
aptly titled .̂ Scared Stiff-," and paid out her 
own good money for it, that 1 agreed to go 
along. 

198 

The first lesson came as a brutal shock. 
Since qualifying as a teacher, I have taken 
odd courses and can still recall what it feels 
like to be a student. But these were courses I 
knew I could pass, if only I chose to apply 
myself. This swimming course was one that, 
even with my best efforts, I could fail 
ignominiously. Suddenly I sensed what a 
dyslexic child must suffer in my English 
class. 

The busty instructress beamed a broad 
smile at me but, without any shred of 
evidence, my incipient paranoia deter
mined it was totally insincere. "My name's 
Cy/ithia," she said. "Call me Sin." She had 
been lumbered with the lowest of the low, 
four craven men who clustered in th'> comer 
of the shallow end, seeking the consolation 
of two solid edges to clutch at in case of 
panic. 

Now, in violation of our family tradition, I 
had been up to my neck in water before and 
could actually front-float But Sin, with the 
impatience of the naturally gifted, had us 
also tackle the back float, the dog paddle, 
the starfish float, and something fancy with 

, a styrofoam board. She proceeded at such a 
disconcertingly rapid pace that by the close 
of the lesson I had lost even the confidence 
to try the front-float. 1 emerged from the 
water able to do less than when I went in. 
Inside myself I could detect a vandal shak
ing an angry fist I prayed fervently that the 
wages of Sin for this performance would be 
Death, preferably a slow, lingering one. 

I toyed with the idea of dropping the 
course. Then I modified it to skipping out of 
the next class, at least. But in the end, I 
trudged along to the second lesson, sullen, 
hostile, sceptical. 

To my astonishment I enjoyed the second 
lesson. Of course, I shirked some of the 
exercises, playing the type of tricks that my 
weakest students play on me — splashing 

around vainly but noisily to create an im
pression of industry, offering to help a 
classmate with his exercise instead of getting 
on with my own, repeating a step I had 
mastered to avoid progressing to one I 
hadn't. But I did gain in confidence. 

As my paranoia cleared, Sin's smile 
began to seem more genuine. She was 
succeeding in teaching us something. Later, 
under the shower, we, her four dodoes, 
agreed that she wasn't bad. As Milton said, 
"Sin with her atti active graces may win the 
most averse." 

In the subsequen• lessons, extreme emo
tions rapidly vanished, to be succeeded by a 
realization that a slow, patient grind alone 
would produce results. We suffered a severe 
setback when one of our number dropped 
out; his absence undercut our sense of 
purpose, as if to say that our struggles were 
after all merely optional, a levity of the will 
whose satisfaction and dissatisfaction were 
both ultimately one. 

But the rest of us persevered. We finally 
gained enough insight to perceive that our 
varying estimates of Sin's teaching ability, 
her smile, and her bosom, were a function 
of our own successes and failures, and had 
little objectivity in them. 

Now, if wishes were dolphins, beggars 
would be representing Canada at interna
tional swim-meets. But they aren't And by 
the end of the eight lessons, none of us 
could swim. But the measure of the course's 
success was, I think, that two of us eagerly 
signed up to take it again. O 
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Young minds are ready to explore . . . to examine. 
They're inquisitive . . . that's why products from THE 
TEACHERS' STORE are designed to help the teacher 
use those naturalinstincts . . . and we make it fun. 

If you're a teacher... or a parent... we have 
products to help teachers teach, students learn, and fun 
teaching aids that make excellent gifts. 

Drop in and browse.. , our staff will be pleased to 
assist you. 
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ucts... to help you... 
BURNABY 
4480 Halifax St. (just off Willingdon) 
299-5911 
Daily till 6; Thurs. & Fri. till 9 

them 
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Third Troisiemo 
class cJasse 
PERMIT No 2035 
VANCOUVER 
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it s time to inquire about 
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We know how difficult it is for teachers on a 10 month pay basis. That's why 
we offer personal loans to help you through the summer—and because you only 
get paid 10 months of the year, your loan payments are based on a 10 month 
repayment plan. 

Personal Joans from B.C. Teachers Credit Union are available for any 
worthwhile purpose—a "get-away from it all", vacation, an SR.V. to get you there, 
or just to make ends meet between paydays. Talk to one of our loans officers 
today—it's that easy! 
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Vancouver Office 
5740 Camble Street 
Vancouver,B.C. 
Tel: 324-6655 

V52 3Y5 
r.-

Victoria Office 
3023 Shakespeare _ 
Victoria, B.C. V8R4HJ3 
Tel: 595-5151 

Burnaby Office 
4162 Norland Avenue 
Burnaby, B.C. V5G 3S8 
Tel: 294-5106 

Surrey Office 
12823-96th Avenue 
Surrey, B.C. V3V6V9 
Tel: 581-9828 

r - — - T 

U.B.C. Office 
2150 Western Parkway 
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1V6 
Tel: 22*2364 

Oof of town: dial 112-800-663-3345 toll-free 
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